Internship with ‘Destination Ayeyarwady’ (Harrison Institute)
7 - 26, February, 2020

Figure 1. Dr Khin Moh Moh Tun asking a villager in Sinnetchaung about waste management.

Report by Dr Khin Moh Moh Tun, Assistant Lecturer,
Department of Zoology, University of Mandalay
Backgound information: This internship programme is funded by the MuEuCAP project,
co-founded by the Eramus+Programme of the European Union for higher education. The
training was led by Dr Paul Bates and Beatrix Lanzinger from the Harrison Institute, and Dr
Pipat Soisook, an award winning zoologist from the Prince of Songhkla University, Thailand.
It included two of us from University of Mandalay (Dr Khin Moh Moh Tun and May Myat
Noe) and three from Myeik University (Pann Mo Mo, Phyu Phyu Thin and May Zune Thein).
Before we start for internship training Dr Paul Bates introduced to internship trainers
about the project plans including finance and Dr Kyu Kyu Mar, Associate Professor,
Department of Geology, University of Mandalay also explained and discussed concerning
with the waste management.
And then, before we go to Shan Hills, our intern teams studied to Paleik Inn Wetlands
area which is about 45 minutes of Central Myanmar. Paleik Inn is a good place to learn for
nature tourism in Mandalay. Our teams were not bird expert but our groups interested in the
field trip because some bird species (such as Asian open bill, Pheasant-tailed Jacana, Grey
heron, Egret and Cormorant etc.) were found in this area. We took many take a photos and
short video.
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During this a part of internship, we learnt about five different topics environmental
management and biodiversity Conservation.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Ecotourism
Environmental education in School (especially “Plastic” and “Trees”)
Community-led waste management
Bat research (in the field: camera trapping, bats echolocation) and
Outreach and Communication

Figure 2. Practicing net casting with Local Fishermen

1. Ecotourism
Our intern team went to Hsithe Village to become an ecotourism place. Hsithe village
is located (22 ̊ 29 ' 16 " N and 96 ̊ 00 ' 29 "E) in Singu Township, Mandalay Region.
Ecotourism means eco-friendly or local-friendly. So, our teams learnt the financial
benefits for local people as:
1) true tourism: (eg. clean environment);
2) nature tourism: uses local craftsmen and women (eg. River, Ayeyarwady
Dolphins, Birds, River, landscape);
3) heritage tourism: uses local resources sustainably (eg. Ancient Pagoda,
monastery, traditional life);
4) cultural tourism: supports environmental protection (eg. handmade);
5) adventure tourism (eg. fishing, hiking);
6) rual and community tourism: supports biodiversity conservation.
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Figure 3. We are learning to ecotourism in Hsithe Village

And then, Dr Paul Bates and Beatrix Lanzinger also explained/shared about (CBT)
Community Based Tourism to understand our groups. We knew that the important
things will need to attract to tourists, there are Natural (such as dolphins, forest, river,
birds and landscape etc.); Cultural (such as Fishermen/women, monastery, local
people, agriculture, business, traditional life etc.) and Recreational (such as clean
environment, food, shop, guest house, nest casting, photography, boat trip, viewsunset location etc.). We are really enjoyed guest house, accommodation, fresh food
and good services and also learnt a lot of things in this village. Hsithe village is very
interesting place to visit for tourism because if they go round to the village, two
methods of crushing of peanut oil: one method was used with animal (cows) and
another one was used with machine and the tourism can be able to practice with local
fisherman by using some nets and if they interested, they can be seen bird watching in
the evening. Moreover, cigars rolling and handicrafts are very good way to make
money for Hsithe village to tourism. For wildlife, in this village have already
Ayeyarwady dolphins and many people are very difficult to see Ayeyarwady dolphins
and it is one of the interesting facts as tourists. So, we can be assumed that Hsithe
village will become more interesting place for ecotourism.
2. Environmental education in School (especially “Plastic” and “Trees”)

Figure

4.Teaching about the important of Trees and the impacts of Plastic waste in Hsithe village

2. Environmental education in school
Our teams observed to Hsithe village concerning with the basis of “The
important of Trees and the impacts of Plastic waste” in high school (ages
between 8-13 ages). The primary to middle age students participated with our
teams. They are very interested and enjoyed for our presentation on each
performance section because our groups participated about the important of trees
for their environment by giving examples and also explained based on 5R:
Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Rethink about the impacts of Plastic waste
in the environment.
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Figure 5. Group photo after finishing the important of trees and the impacts of plastic in Hton-gyi
high school

And then, our groups also went to another village (Hton-gyi) to talk about the
basis of educational environment in high school (ages between 11-14 ages) like
that Hsithe high school. On that school has already the environmental education in
knowledge but our groups can give the important information concerning with
waste pollution (especially Plastic: how long does staying the variety of plastic
items?) (such as plastic bags, plastic bottle, single-use plastic cup and baby pad
etc.) to the students and some teacher. The students and some teachers are very
interested for our team presentation topics because we groups showed some
performance to understand the children. So we hoped that they can absorb for our
presenting about the environmental information.
3.

Community-led waste management

Figure 6. We are asking some questions to head of villager in Sinnetchaung village, Ywar-Ngan
Village
Our intern teams carried out to learn another field trip to Shan Hills for the next challenge
(especially Sin-net-chaung village, Ywar-ngan Town). Sinnetchaung village is situated 21 ̊ 10'
29 " N and 96̊ 26' 42 " E in Ywar-Ngan Town, Shan Hills. Sinnetchaung village is said to be
one of the fantastic village because the village header and the villagers are very strong
mindset about the waste management for their environment. So, we teams also again
communicated for asking some questionnaires with the 15 villagers of (varying age/ sex)
(between 28-74 ages) by visiting go round Sin-net-chaung village. Our groups separated two
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groups to ask some questions (Mandalay University and Myeik University) as the basic
outline questions:
1) Why do you participate in the programme?
2) Did you know before about the problems of waste?
3) How did you learn about the important of waste management?
4) Why is waste/ plastic bad for the environment?
5) For future sustainability, what are the most important factors?
6) How could the waste management programme be improved? OR Is there anything you
difficult/ don’t like about the programme?
7) What is your favorite of the programme?
We are really satisfied for their answers (about waste management) according to each
question and we are really respects to the villagers for the valuable mindset on their
environments. We can be concluded that the head of village and all the villagers are very
good cooperation for their environments.

4. Bat research (in the field: camera trapping, bats echolocation)

Figure 7. Bat capturing from mist net with Dr
Pipat

Figure 8. We set-up harp trap in Myin-KyaDoe Forest

We teams studied from Dr Pipat about the fundamental information of bats “how to
identify fruit bats and insectivorous bats?” “How do you capture bat?” and he also
introduced methods of camera trapping for wild animals and echolocation for bats.
And then, we went to Myin-kya-doe forest (20 ̊ 57' 00 " N and 96 ̊ 30' 14 " E) to learn
about net setting methods and our groups used to capture two techniques: harp trap
and mist net in Myin-kya-doe village, Shan State. We can capture some insectivorous
bats (such as Pipistrellus, Miniopterus, Rhinolophus). After that, our groups learnt the
external measurement of bats and we also practiced and recorded from one by one by
measuring of bats.
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Figure 9. Showing how to set up camera trap from Dr Pipat near the Myin-kya-Doe forest

Another different habitat of Pywe-gyi village also was trapped for bats two mist net and one
harp trap but they were not captured in this area. We think that this area is so cold and it has
just the stream. Moreover, he showed our groups about echolocation of bats from the
releasing of bat in the room. And the next day, we tried to another Shan farm to set-up for
camera trap and we setted-up to capture some animals for three nights. We also again went to
waterfall in Taw-Kyal village to set-up for bats by using one harp trap and two mist nets.
Taw-Kyal village is located 20 ̊ 59' 22 " N and 96 ̊ 28' 15" E in Ywar-Ngan Town, Shan
State. Our groups got only one bat (Nyctalus) from Taw-Kyal village, Ywar-Ngan waterfall.
5) Outreach and Communication

Figure 10. We visited to a very nice place waterfall in Tae-luu village

As the last topic outreach and communication, our teams visited a lot of places and
participated/communicated in schools and villages. We carried out to give sharing
some knowledge about the important of trees and the impacts of Plastic pollution. If
we are presenting, the two main topics: the important of “Trees” and the impacts of
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“Plastic” pollution concerning with “how should you do environmental protection in
school or your village?” to the children and also small talk to teachers concerning
with the environmental education in school. Our group tried to understand the
students about the environmental knowledge. We took some photos and we can be
contributed to public friends, facebook and other community about our environmental
education presentation.

Figure 11. I’m explaining the student to understand the environmental education of waste
in Hsithe and Hton-gyi village.

When we are going to Shan Hills, we can communicate about “Community-led waste
management” with the Sinnetchaung villagers. After that, our community also visited
to the blue pond and Taw-kyal waterfall in Ywar-Ngan Township and Taet-luu village
where the place is very nice and lovely place. So, I am very enjoyable trip because I
gained a lot of new experiences and also new challenges for the next programme from
this Internship Programme Training.

Figure 12. Blue pond and Pway-gyi waterfall in Ywar-Ngan Township
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Destination of Ayeyarwady (Harrison Institute)
7 - 26, February, 2020
Dr. Khin Moh Moh Tun
Assistant lecture
Department of Zoology
University of Mandalay
Daily Report
➢ 7- Februay- 20: Before we start for internship training Dr Paul Bates introduced to
internship trainners about the project plans including finance and Dr Kyu Kyu Mar,
Associate Professor, Department of Geology, University of Mandalay also explained
and discussed concerning with the waste management and we also went to go round
the Mandalay University Campus because inside the Campus already have funfair for
72th pre Union Day.
➢ 8-February-20: Our teams discussed concerning with waste management especially
Plastic: how, what, why do you ?????? to talk about for Hsithe Village (School and
Teachers). And then, Paul also explained about the important facts of “Trees” with
our groups and we are talking altogether about trees and also again discussed with
Paul.
➢ 9-February-20: We went to start to field trip via Mandalay from Singu Township to
Hsithe Village by boats and we also visited to go round Hsithe village with Paul and
Beatrix.
➢ 10-February-20: Dr Paul gave some lectures theory of ecotourism to us. And then,
we practiced with local fisherman by using some nets and sightseeing to Ayeyarwady
River for birds watching and dolphins. At night, we practiced one by one to present
for school children the next day.
➢ 11-February-20: We went to Hsithe higher school to give sharing some knowledge
about the important of trees and the impacts of Plastic pollution. Then, we presented
the two main topics: the important of “Trees” and the impacts of “Plastic” pollution
concerning with “how should you do environmental protection in school or your
village?” to the children and also small talk to teachers concerning with the
environmental education in school.
➢ 12-February-20: we worked altogether our groups with computer in this house at the
morning. After lunch, we went to Htoon-Gyi high school by boats to sharing about
the important of Trees and the impacts of Plastic waste. And then, our groups
presented on each part of the presentation.
➢ 13-February-20: At the morning, Dr Paul talked about Ecotourism where it is
included true tourism, nature tourism (eg, Dolphins), heritage tourism (eg. Ancient
monastery or Bagan), cultural ecotourism (eg.dress or make Handicraft), adventure
tourism (eg. fishing or hiking) and rual or community tourism (eg. Environmental
facts). After lunch, we go back from Hsithe to Mandalay.
➢ 14-February-20: We met Pipat, he also introduced with our groups and he explained
concerning with the techniques of camera trapping and methods of echolocation of
bats for Shan training.

➢ 15-February-20: We went to study about 45 minutes from Mandalay to wetland area
of Peleik Inn. It is a good place to learn because the variety of birds species (eg.
Glossy Ibis, Jacana, Egret, comorant, grey heron etc.) already have including winter
birds (eg. Asian Openbill). We are not bird experts to identify but our groups
participated really interested in the field.
➢ 16-February-20: Our intern teams already went to another field trip to Sinnetchaung
village, Ywan-Ngan Township, Shan hill. We asked some questions about
environmental-led waste management with the head of villager. Then, Dr Paul gave
some lecture (questions/ answers) for Sinnetchaung village.
➢ 17-February-20: Our intern group asked some questionaires go round to
Sinnetchaung villagers (the variety of age/sex) by grouping Mandalay and Myeik.
After that, we went to Shan farm and Dr Pipat also showed to capture bats “how to
collect bat with nets?” (harp trap and mist net) in Myin-kya-doe forest. We gained
some insectivorous bats from mist and harp trap in the forest.
➢ 18-February-20: Dr Pipat have already capture bats conducted/showed our group
how to identify, how to external measurement of bats and we carried out the
measurements of external characters from one by one.
➢ 19-February-20: Dr Paul gave some information especially “grant application form”
to us. And then, we went altogether Dr Pipat to camera trapping another different
habitat in Pway-gyi Village.
➢ 20-February-20: We went to Ywar-Ngan Blue-pond, Taw-Kyal waterfall and TaetLuu waterfall to relax for our group. And then, we made a little hiking for exercising.
➢ 21-February-20: Our group also again went to Taw-Kyal waterfall to set-up bats by
using one harp trap and two mist nets. We gained only one bat (Nyctalus) from mist
net but it is the first record from Myanmar for 105 years.
➢ 22-February-20: Dr Paul and our group prepared to report writing the whole day.
➢ 23-February-20: We wrote report writing for the internship training.
➢ 24-February-20: Our teams came back From Shan (10:00 am) to Mandalay (4:30
pm).
➢ 25-February-20: Discussion with senior University of Mandalay staff, including
Head of Department, Prof. Dr Thant Zin and previous Head of Department, Prof Dr
Khin Mya Mya and Dr Paul and Dr Pipat about a Rufford Grant application for
money for a future bat project. Dr Paul gave to our group how to make CV to become
more advance.
➢ 26-February-20: Travelled with Dr Pipat and other students to flying fox colonies to
prepare information for a Rufford Grant proposal for future bat research. We also
finished a lovely Beatrix Linzer Birthday party in the evening. We are so happy and
enjoyed time.

Daily report of Internship with Ayeyawady Destinadtion
(Feb 7, 2020 through Feb 26, 2020)
May Myat Noe, 2nd year MSc student, Zoology Department, University of Mandalay

Day 1-In 7th Feb, we started the day with Dr. Paul’s explanation about the
introduction of our internship and we went and looked around the Open Day at
University of Mandalay where we met with the founder of Mandalay University
Green Club to make a short video about what is MUGC and how it is going. After
lunch, we got the Dr. Kyu Kyu Mar Lecture and learned about solid waste manage.
After that, we took photos together for the report.
Day 2-In 8th Feb, we discussed about the plastics and trees together to make educational
contents for state school students in Hsithe village that is located in 22˚ 29’ 16”N,
96˚ 00’ 30” E, Singu Township, Mandala Region.
Day 3-In 9th Feb morning, we went to Hsithe village from Mandalay. When we
reached there, we watched dolphins and birds with binoculars around the
Ayeyawady river by boat. In the afternoon, Dr Paul gave the lessons about the
theory of ecotourism. After that, we visited around the village and practiced for
net casting on land from retired fisherman.
Day 4-10th Feb started with going to the school and observing the carpenter life,
how to make cigar and how to make peanut oil. In the evening, watching dolphins
and birds and nest casting in river had done. At night, we practiced for educating
about waste management and tree for students in Hsithe.
Day 5-In 11th Feb, we go to Hsithe education high school to educate the students
about waste management and the importance of tree. And then, we got learned
how to make a final presentation from Dr Paul Bates.
Day 6-In 12th Feb, we prepared for final presentation in the morning and went to
Htone Gyi education high school for educating about waste management and the
importance of tree in the afternoon.
Day 7-13th Feb morning included teaching about ecotourism in general terms. In
the afternoon, we went back to Mandalay.

Day 8-14th Feb We discussed about what we need and how it will be going for Shan
farm with Dr Paul Bates at Zoology department and made greeting with Dr Pipat
from Prince of Songkla University, Thailand and learned how to use a camera trap
and bat detecting in Shan farm.
Day 9-15th Feb morning, we went to Paleik Inn for bird watching in the morning.
Then we prepared our equipment for our trip to Shan State.
Day 10-In 16th Feb morning, we left the Mandalay to go to Ywar Ngan, Shan State.
Before arriving the Ywar Ngan, we asked about waste management program to the
head of village in Sinnetchaung near Ywar Ngan(21 ˚ 10’ 29.9” N, 96 ˚ 26’ 42.9” E).
Moreover, we came to Ywar Ngan’ guest house and made the questionnaire
related with that project for the villagers of Sinnetchaung. Then, we translated
those questions together at night.
Day 11-In 17th Feb, we went back to Sinnetchaung village to ask those questions to
local residents from morning to afternoon and then we went straight to Shan farm
near Ywar Ngan. At night, we set up mist nest and harp trap to capture the bats in
the Myin Kya Toe forest (20˚ 57’ 00” N, 96˚ 30’ 14” E).
Day 12-In 18th Feb morning, we learned how to measure and skin the bats we
captured from Dr Pipat in the laboratory. We made bat trapping in the Pway Gyi
forest (20˚ 57’ 00”N, 96˚ 30’ 14”) at night.
Day 13-We spend the whole 19th Feb with short exploration trips (for future bat
research): Yay-Pyar-I, Taw Kyal waterfall (20˚ 59’ 22N, 96˚ 28’ 15” E) and Tae Lu
waterfall.
Day 14-In 20th Feb morning, we wrote final report of this internship. Then, in the
afternoon, we went back to Taw Kyal waterfall again and made bat trapping in
there till 7:30 pm.
Day 15-In 21st Feb, we continued writing report of this internship till 3 pm and then
we learned and checked the data of bat detecting with Dr Pipat.
Day 16-In 22nd Feb, we continued writing our internship report again the whole

day.
Day 17-In 23rd Feb, we made our final report finish.
Day 18-In 24th Feb, we came back to Mandalay from Shan farm.
Day 19-In 25th Feb, we prepared CV, power point for presentation and report.
Day 20-In 26th Feb, we finished CV, power point for presentation and report.

Figure 1.Teaching environmental education in Hsithe School

Internship with Destination Ayeyarwady (Harrison Institute)
7-26 February, 2020
May Myat Noe, 2nd year MSc student, Zoology Department, University of Mandalay
I took part in an internship. This is funded by MuEuCap program. The leaders of this program were• Dr Paul Bates, Harrison Institute, UK
• Beatrix Lanzinger, Harrison Institute, UK
• Dr Pipat Soisook, Prince of Songkla University, Hat Yai, Thailand
• Mr Aung Toe Khaing, Harrison Institute, Myanmar
Five members of my internship are• Ms May Zune Thein – University of Myeik
• Ms Pan Mo Mo – University of Myeik
• Ms Phyu Phyu Thin – University of Myeik
• Dr Khin Moh Moh Tun – University of Mandalay
• Ms May Myat Noe – University of Mandalay

During this internship, we learned about 5 different topics
concerned with environmental protection and biodiversity
conservation. They were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ecotourism
Education in school
Community-led waste management
Bat research ( in the field: Camera trapping & bat
Echolocation
5. Outreach and communication
Figure 2.Learning about ecotourism in Histhe Village.

We learned about ecotourism theme in Hsithe village which is located in 21˚ 10’ 29.9” N, 19 ˚ 00’ 30” E, Singu
Township, Mandalay region. Firstly, we did dolphin and bird watching with binocular microscopes along the
Ayeyawady River by boat. Nest casting was also learned on land as a practical and in the rivers from retired fishermen.
Moreover, we visited around the village and learned how the villagers make the sesame oil and segar. Gaining the
knowledge of carpenter and tailor life were also interesting. Having a chance of visiting to monastery made us happy.
This village is really interesting and impressive because there is no plastic at all in the village and the village is full of
trees. If I have to mention the most impressive one that was the villagers still keep our Myanmar traditional life.

Figure 3.Retired fishermen earn extra money teaching tourists to throw fishing nets.

Figure 4.Dolphin watching

Figure 5.Dr Pipat Soisook, Prince of Songkla University, Hat Yai and my team members

Figure 6.Learning net casting from retired fisherman

Furthermore, we learned about the community-based tourism project. It has three aims:
1. To support the Hsithe village.
2. To help conserve the Irrawaddy river dolphins.
3. To help conserve the traditional culture of fishermen and women who have fished cooperatively with
the dolphins for at least three generations.

Figure 7.Educating about environmental awareness to students in Hsithe School

In education theme, we learned about the solid waste
management from Dr Kyu Kyu Mar from Geology
Department. Then, we prepared the questions concerned
with plastics (e.g. what is the trouble consequence of using
plastic & how to reduce using plastic) and tree (e.g. Tree
provides food, money, shade etc.,) in Zoology Department,
University of Mandalay.
Figure 8. Learning about the solid waste management from
Dr Kyu Kyu Mar from Geology Department

We gave the education about these topics to students in
Basic Education High School in Hsithe and Htone Gyi
villages. The class size of the first school is about 80 and
the age of the students is between 8 and 13. The class size
of the second one is about 40 and the age of the students
is between 11 and 14. All the students were really active
an happy to study about those and be able to easily
Figure 9.Educating about environmental awareness to students in
respond as well.
Hsithe School

Figure 10.Surveying local residents of Sinnetchaung village about waste management project

We learned about community-led waste management project in Sinnetchaung village near Ywar Ngan Town that is
located in 21 ˚ 10’ 29.9” N, 96 ˚ 26’ 42.9” E, Shan State. Firstly, we asked the head of village about that project. And
then, we prepared the questions and surveyed about that project for the villagers in Sinnetchaung.

After that, we made data analysis and final result. Examples of questions we
asked to villagers include:
•
•
•

Why do you participate in the waste management program?
Why is waste/plastic bad to environment?
How did you learn about the importance of waste management?

Figure 11.Data analysis of questionnaire

In bat research, we learned how to set up mist net and
harp trap in the forests and which places are more
suitable for bat trapping from Dr Pipat. In next days,
we chose the locations and set up mist net and harp
trap for bat trapping ourselves in the Pway Gyi(20˚ 57’
00”N, 96˚ 30’ 14” E), Myin Kyatoe (20˚ 57’ 00” N, 96˚
30’ 14” E) forests & Taw Kyal (20˚ 59’ 22N, 96˚ 28’ 15”
E) waterfall.

Figure 12.Learning to set a harp trap.

Plus, we learned how to make external measurements and skinning of bats from Dr Pipat and then we made those
ourselves in the laboratory.

Figure13. Setting the camera trap in Pway Gyi Forest

Firstly, we learned about camera trapping from Dr Pipat in Zoology Department, University of Mandalay. Moreover,
learning about how to choose the suitable place for camera trapping was also interesting. And then, we set up the
camera in the Pway Gyi forest near Ywar Ngan village with Dr Pipat for
three days and analyzed the data with Dr Pipat.
We also could learn about how to detect bat echolocation from Dr Pipat
and set the bat detector in the Pway Gyi forest near Ywar Ngan village
with Dr Pipat for three days and analyzed the data with Dr Pipat.
Outreach and communication is really important in my internship. I
learned how to use simple sentences to talk in front of the camera for
short videos. Also, I knew how to teach the students and different audients when we gave the education. So, we drew
the pictures on backboard and made hand sign like crossing my hands to make the students understand the meaning
of ‘refuse’. Moreover, we gave the presentation about the plastic bottles and sang the song about tree in front of the
class to make the young students easily understand and also uploaded what we are doing related with my internship
on facebook to let people know.
Figure 14.Learnig about bat echolocation

Figure 15.Segar woman earn money from visitors

Figure 16.Singing and demonstrating the song about trees with students in Htone Gyi School
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Internship with Destination Ayeyarwady (Harrison Institute)
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Position: Second Year Master Student
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Institution: Myeik University

Daily report
Firstly, I took part in the Internship Program with Harrison Institute funded by MuEuCAP
Program with other four interns from two universities; Myeik University and Mandalay University
led by Dr. Paul Bates (Harrison Institute), Beatrix Lanzinger (Destination Ayeyarwady), and Pipat
Soisook (Prince of Songkla University).
During the internship, I learned about six different topics concerning with Environmental
and Biodiversity Conservation.

➢ 7th February 2020- In the morning, Dr. Paul Bates introduced to the interns and talked about
the introduction of Internship Program. We were given a presentation about “Solid Waste
Management” by Dr. Kyu Kyu Mar, Assistant lecturer from Geology Department, Mandalay
University.
➢ 8th February 2020- The internship group prepared the questionnaires for the school teachers
and children of Hsinthe Village and Htone Gyi Village concerning with “The impacts of Plastic
Pollution” and “The Importance of Trees” the whole day before going to the field trip to
Hsinthe and Htone Gyi Villages.
➢ 9th February 2020- We went to field trip to Hsinthe Village by car and our group walked
around the village and learned about the conditions of the village: their livelihoods, business
and traditional life and so on. We also tried Bird and Dolphin Watching in Ayeyarwady River.

➢ 10th February 2020- Dr. Paul Bates gave a lecture about the theory of ecotourism, the
attractions (natural, cultural and recreational) and infrastructures of Hsinthe Village. In the
afternoon, we walked around and learned about the ecotourism in the practical field. We
practiced for the training of environmental education program in both school.
➢ 11st February 2020- Our Internship group went to Hsinthe Village for giving training of
environmental education. In this section, we divided into two main sections: “The Importance
of Trees” in the morning and “The impacts of Plastic Pollution” in the afternoon.

➢ 12nd February 2020- We learned about the Community Base Tourism (CBT) by Beatrix
Lanzinger (Destination Ayeyarwady) and went to the High School of Htone Gyi Village to
give training workshop about Plastic and Trees. We got great feedback because they already
had the knowledge about the environmental conservation.
➢ 13th February 2020- In the morning, Dr. Paul Bates talked about how to prepare the final report
of our internship program. Then, we left Hsinthe Village in the afternoon.

➢ 14th February 2020- We were introduced to Dr. Pipat Soisook, the Zoologist from the Prince of
Songkla University. And then, he explained the techniques of camera trapping and methods of
bat detector. We planned to go a field trip to Pelaik Inn near Mandalay.
➢ 15th February 2020- Our internship group went to Pelaik Inn with Dr. Pipat Soisook and Dr.
Paul Bates for Bird Watching and identified the birds in the field. And we made a meeting to
go to Shan Hills.

➢ 16th February 2020- We went to field trip to Shan Hills from Mandalay, On the way to Shan
Hills, we prepared some questionnaires with Dr. Paul Bates for Sinnetchaung Village to find
out the attitudes of villagers concerning with waste management for sustainability.
➢ 17th February 2020- We asked questions to the villagers in Sinnetchaung Village in the
morning and in the afternoon, we continued to go to Shan Farm. When we arrived to Shan, Dr.
Pipat Soisook explained how to set the mist nets and harp trap in the field and we started our first
survey on the bat research in Myinkyadoe village in the evening.
➢ 18th February 2020- Dr. Pipat Soisook gave a lecture about bats: how they are important for the
ecosystem, how to catch the bats, etc. We continued to go to Pwaygyi Village for capturing
bats in the evening and ended at 8:30 PM.
➢ 19th February 2020- We made on the discussion about the questionnaires of Sinnetchaung
Village and we went to do camera trapping and bat detector in the forest of Pwaygyi Village
around 3:30 PM and made another bat trapping in different sites of Pwaygyi Village in the
evening at 5:00 PM.
➢ 20th February 2020- We went to one of the famous place, Blue Pond and Tawkyal Waterfall
and Taet-luu Village to decide to set the net in these places.

➢ 21st February 2020- We set the mist nets and harp trap in Tawkyal Village for the biodiversity
conservation of bat in the evening.
➢ 22nd February 2020- Dr. Paul Bates taught us how to write the final report and we started to
write it.
➢ 23rd February 2020- For the whole day, we tried to finish the final report of our internship
program.

➢ 24th February 2020- We returned from Shan Hills to Mandalay.
➢ 25th February 2020- Dr. Paul Bates explained how to write a good CV, how to apply the grant,
how to make a good presentation and finished our daily report of Internship program.
➢ 26th February, we continued to finish our daily report and our presentation for the whole
internship.

During internship program, I learned lots and got many experiences in Environmental and
Biodiversity Conservation, Ecotourism, communication with the local people, and so on. I
thoroughly enjoyed in different topics and in different field, especially bat research as a Marine
Science Student.
For conclusion, I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to Dr. Paul Bates,
Beatrix Lanzinger and Dr. Pipat Soisook who explained all of the lectures till we understand and U
Aung Toe Khaing who provides all the supports and needs with patience during the internship
program. I would like to thank all of my teachers, colleagues and friends throughout my internship.
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Name: Ma May Zune Thein
Position: Second Year Master Student
Department: Department of Marine Science
Institution: Myeik University
Firstly, I took part in the Internship Program with Harrison Institute funded by MuEuCAP
Program with other four interns from two universities; Myeik University and Mandalay University
led by Dr. Paul Bates (Harrison Institute), Beatrix Lanzinger (Destination Ayeyarwady), and Pipat
Soisook (Prince of Songkla University).
During the internship, I learned about six different topics concerned with Environmental
and Biodiversity Conservation; the topics I took part in are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Environmental Education in Schools
Ecotourism
Community-led waste management
Bat research in both field and laboratory
Camera trapping (bat) and Bat echolocation
Outreach and communication
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1. Environmental Education in Schools
In the Education Section, Dr. Kyu Kyu Mar (Geology Department, Mandalay University)
gave a lecture about “Solid Waste Management” and discussed on it with Internship group; it can
generate heat energy and electricity for people, how to separate and collect wastes, which is the
best way to dispose the wastes (landfills, incineration and ocean dump) and to reduce the solid
wastes not to be harmful to the environment. There are two main parts about Educational
Conservation: “The impacts of Plastic Pollution” and “The Importance of Trees” to give awareness
to the High School teachers and children in two villages: Hsinthe Village and Htone Gyi Village in
Singu Township, Ayeyarwady Destination, and Mandalay Division.
The Next day after the lecture by Dr. Kyu Kyu Mar, the Internship group made the
information about “The impacts of Plastic Pollution” and “The Importance of Trees” before going
to field trips. For the Plastic Pollution Section, we prepared simple messages and questionnaires
for the teachers and school children, how to attract the school children to include in the
conservation of plastics: how to separate and dispose the wastes in systematic ways, how to reduce
the plastic materials in the surrounding environment and to use “5Rs- REFUSE, REDUCE,
REUSE, RECYCLE and RETHINK” before using plastic materials, how plastic can effect on the
food chain of human and animals and refuse to use plastic materials.
For Importance of Trees Section, we discussed on it about: how trees are important for the
Environment: how they can effect on the Climate Change, clean the air and provide Oxygen, how
they can save water, prevent water pollution and erosion from tides and currents, provide wood,
food, habitats and shelters for the people and wildlife and create the economic opportunities and
business traffic for our country.
Firstly, we went to a field trip to Hsinthe Village and walk around the village to investigate
the conditions and conservation of environment and to meet the Head Mistress of Hsinthe Village
giving knowledge about plastic and trees to the teachers and children. We shared knowledge to the
teachers and children (age around 8-13 years old) in High School of Hsinthe Village. As they all
are really friendly, lovely and brilliant, we got great interests and responses on plastics and trees
from them. They can give responses to our simple questions without fears. When they do not
understand some topics in our training, they do not hesitate to ask to us. Before we went to another
village, we got wonderful responses from Head Mistress of Hsinthe Village: they started to use
organic materials (banana leaves and palm leaves) in packing the food instead of using plastic
bags.
In High School of Htone Gyi Village, we also shared the knowledge about “The impacts of
Plastic Pollution” and “The Importance of Trees” to the teachers and children (age around 12-14
years old). Most of the students are very active, clever and full of knowledge in discussing on the
Environmental Conservation concerned with Plastic and Trees: we have learned that they already
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conserved the school compound; throwing the wastes in systematic ways (landfills and
incineration), planting many trees for shade and to get clean environment.

Figure.1. Discussing on the waste management with Dr. Kyu Kyu Mar

Figure.2. Giving training with Interns in Hsinthe Village
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2. Ecotourism
In 9th February 2020, we went a field trip to Hsinthe village for observing about the
ecotourism of the local people. We observed that Community Base Tourism (CBT) is supporting the
local people of Hsinthe Village. We learned about the theory and practical lessons by Dr. Paul Bates.
In lecture time, we studied about the tourism; Nature, Heritage, Culture, Adventure and Rural/
Community tourism. After walking around the village, we discussed on the attractions and
infrastructures of Hsinthe Village and we found very nice view of river, dolphin, forest, landscape,
birds, and climate in natural tourism, cultural (local people, fishermen, traditional life, agriculture,
monastery) and recreational (clean environment, net casting, dolphin and bird watching, guest house,
bicycle riding and recycled materials).
We tried some of ecotourism: bird watching and dolphin watching by boat in the
Ayeyarwady River and in Pelaik Inn. The landscape and forest were really impressive to enjoy bird
and dolphin watching. We learned that Irrawaddy dolphins are declining since many years ago. But
we were so lucky because we saw 8 Irrawaddy dolphins while we tried dolphin watching and we
saw many bird species (cormorant, egret, king-fisher, grey heron, hin-tha, swallow, crow, pigeon,
etc.) both in Hsinthe Village and Pelaik Inn. The cultural and heritage of the Hsinthe Village is also
really interesting; their livelihoods, business and monastery. There are three monasteries in the
village and we found that the structures of the monasteries are really ancient and they last for nearly
100 years.
We also learned about the business of the villagers (fishermen, agriculture- peanut, flowers
and vegetables, handicraft and cigars). They get the income not only from the planting of the trees
but also making peanut oil and cigars. We found that the villagers used cows and machines to grind
the peanut for peanut oil. Using cows in grinding peanut is very traditional technique for Myanmar
people and we learned how the villagers use cows to grind the peanut. The villagers get income from
selling souvenirs: handicraft which is made of wood into the shape of dolphins, soap box, ladle. And
another interesting part is making cigars with corn leaves. We also tried how to make a cigar with
corn leaf step by step from the friendly villagers.
In the recreational tourism, we firstly learned how to do the net casting from professional
fisherman in the compound of Dolphin Ecolodge and applied the net casting in the river ourselves.
They were really patient and taught us till we knew how to throw the net. Another amazing and
wonderful part is clean environment. Beatrix Lanzinger (Destination Ayeyarwady) manages the
guest house (plastic free zone) and she explained about Community Base Tourism (CBT) of local
people. When the visitors come to the village, they have to pay all of the charges they spent for. So
the villagers can get extra money from the visitors. The guest house where we stayed during our
internship program which is made of recycled wood. All of materials in the guest house are recycled
materials and reuses which are the attractions for the visitors. More visitors come to the center can
4

enjoy natural themes, beautiful landscape, and traditional life of villagers and it can also help for the
villagers to get more income. Hsinthe Village is the best place to visit we have ever been.

Figure.3. Dolphin watching in Ayeyarwady River

Figure.4. Making cigars with corn leaves
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3. Community-led waste management
In 16th February 2020, we firstly travelled to Sinnetchaung Village, Ywar Ngan Township,
and Shan State. It won second prize by the Ministry of Shan State because it is a really clean village
and has great environment. So we met with the Head of Village to study about his beautiful village.
We got some information of the village: they have knowledge about plastic pollution and they have
community for the wastes (waste-picking group, waste-collecting group, etc.) how the villagers do
waste management, how they want to clean their village and how they separate and throw the
wastes. And then, we also wanted to know their attitudes occupying clean environment. So, we
prepared some questionnaires with options for Sinnetchaung Villagers before we went back again:
why they want to participate in waste management program, why waste/plastic bad for environment
is, what the most important factor for further sustainability is and how the waste management can
program been improved, etc.
We cooperated with the villagers and randomly asked questions to 14 villagers (age
between 28-74 years old) and got great responds from them. Most of the respondents answered that
they only want to be clean the environment; they need good leader and village cooperation to
become more beautiful environment, dirty environment makes them unhealthy, and they want to
share knowledge to the future generations. They also said that they want to continue keeping and
take care of their village cleans and to be healthy in further even if they have difficulties and needs
for this program.

Figure.5. Getting some information from the Head of Sinnetchaung Village
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4. Bat research in both field and laboratory
Before going to the field trip, Pipat Soisook, Zoologist from Prince of Songkla University
gave a lecture about bat in Shan Hills. There are 1,390 bat species in the world and above 100 bat
species in Myanmar. And he explained that there are two types of bat species; 1) insectivorous and
2) frugivorous and the smallest size of the bat is 2 g in weight. They are very important in ecosystem
by pollinating flowers (e.g. Durian, banana, etc.). He also taught us how to identify two types of bat
species between insectivorous and frugivorous bats and identify male and female. In catching the
bats, we can use three types of nets; 1) Mist nets, 2) Harp Trap and 3) Flap Net.
In one of our first field trip in Myinkyadoe Village in Shan Hills, we learned setting mist
nets and harp trap step by step. We got 11 bats of different Genus in first setting of Myinkyadoe
Village. And then, we learned how to measure the weight and length of the fore arms, tragus, ears,
tail, and made notes on the data sheet. The next step is preserving in 100% ethanol. We also learned
how to take out the skin of the different bats and how to preserve the skin not to damage and
parasites.
We also learned the same structure of bat research in Pwaygyi Village and Tawkyal
Waterfall in Shan Hills. We got only one bat in each sites and we followed the laboratory
experiments in the same way of the first day.

Figure.6. Giving lecture about bat, camera trap and bat detector by
Dr. Pipat Soisook
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Figure.7. Setting the Harp Trap in Myinkyadoe Village

5. Camera trapping (bat) and Bat echolocation
For bat camera trapping and bat echolocation, Dr. Pipat Soisook gave a lecture about it. He
firstly explained us how to use the camera trap and bat detector by putting date, time and duration in
the machine to get more detailed information and we learned that we can set the camera trap in
different places such as forest, open areas, edge and cluster. And then, we applied in the practical
field by setting camera trap and bat detector in the forest of Myinkyadoe Village for three days.
After analyzing the camera trap and bat detector which are set up for three days, we did not get any
information from the camera trap and we got some results of the birds, not the bats from the bat
detector.
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Figure.8. Showing the setting of camera trap and bat detector in
the forest

6. Outreach and Communication
Overall, the Internship Program is really good and it helps to improve my skills, abilities and
knowledge. It was a good experience and memories as not only I have gained experience but also
new friends. It also added more confidence to my professional approach in my stronger positive
attitude and taught me how to work in a team as a player. The primary objective of an internship is
to get in a real life working experience and put their theoretical knowledge in practice. This was my
first experience as an intern and I got more confidence and courage during my internship training.
As an intern, I got a highly educative experience and I worked in different topic in the
internship program: Environmental Education, Community-led waste management and Bat Research
which is my first experience as a Marine Science Student but these experiences will be very helpful for
me in the future.
During my training, I thoroughly enjoyed the challenges that came along every single day. I
also learned the values and importance of nature, improved communication skills with other people
and got new experience about bat and shared the outcomes, knowledge and what we have done during
the training to the social media. But this is just the beginning of the road and to travel a long distance
to be a successful person in the future.

Figur.9.Communicating with local people in Sinnetchaung Village
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Internship with Destination Ayeyarwaddy (Harrison Institute)
(7-26 February 2020)
Pann Mo Mo
Demonstrator
Department of Marine Science
Myeik University, Myanmar

Daily Report
I participated in an internship program that was funded by MuEuCAP program. The internship
program was led by Dr. Paul Bates, Beatrix Lanzinger from Harrison Institute, United Kingdom and
Dr. Pipat Soisook Zoologist from Prince of Songkla University, Thailand. There were five interns
from two universities; University 3 from Myeik University and 2 from Mandalay.
In the first day of internship, 7.2.2020- We were introduced about the internship program at
Zoology Department, Manadalay University. Dr. Kyu Kyu Mar, Assistant Professor, Geology
Department, Mandalay University who presented about the waste management. And we discussed
about the environmental conservation especially in waste management.
8.2.2020, the second day of internship we prepared to educated about the waste management
for school children. We discussed and made design how to present, how to more effectively.
9.2.2020-We travelled to the Hsithe village by boat. And we were watching birds and Dolphin
along the trip in Ayeyarwaddy River. We continued to prepare for the knowledge sharing about
plastics and the importance of trees. And then in the evening, we discussed the importance of
ecotourism for the local community. We looked around the Hsithe village and investigate the
local business.
10.2.2020-We learned the attractions of ecotourism; Natural, Cultural and Recreation. We look
around the tourist attraction places, Monestry, traditional fishing, handicraft and local business.
We learnt the theory of various attractions; Natural attraction, Cultural attraction, and recreation
attraction and discussed what the interested things for tourism are.
11.2.2020-Dr. Paul explained how to present a good presentation. And we practiced again and
again. And we started to perform to the Hsithe High School about the waste management and the
importance of trees. We got the good feedback about these two topics.
12.2.2020-We learned about theory and practical examples of community based tourism
(CBT). And we presented Environmental Education at Basic Education High School, Htone-Gyi
Village. In this high school, the students were already known the general knowledge of impacts of
plastic waste. The students were very impressive in the plastics pollution. They were already
participated in the waste management program in school.
13.2.2020-We came back to Manadalay.
14.2.2020-We met Dr. Pipat Soisook Zoologist from Prince of Songkla University
fromThailand at Manadalay. He explained about the bats survey; how to identify, how to set
camera trap and net. He taught the uses of equipments that are used in bats survey.
15.2.2020- Dr. Paul Bates and Dr. Pipat Soisook instructed the bird watching at Paleik Inn,
Mandalay as a practice using binoculars before we went to Shan Hill.
16.2.2020- We went to the Shan Hill from Manadalay. On the way of Shan, we had to make
some questionnaires to the community-led waste management village, Sinnet Chaunga. So we

met with the village leader and asked. We got some information with the waste management. We
discussed and prepared questionnaires with Dr. Paul Bates to find out their attitudes on the waste
management activities and for the sustainability.
17.2.2020- We made interview to the Sinnet Chaung Village, what are they thinking and how
they makes the waste management activities in their village. We interviewed 15The results were
very fascinating and showed the importance of strong leadership and good community
cooperation. After that, we continued to the Shan Hill.
18.2.2020- In the morning, Dr. Pipat Soisook presented about the bats (classification, how to do
survey, how to set a net and how to detect echolocation), explained about the mist net and harp
net, acoustic survey, sex determination and age determination. In the evening, we started to set the
mist net and harp net at Myin-Kya-Doe. And we finished at night (around 9:00 PM).
19.2.2020- Dr. Paul Bates taught us how to calculate the interviewing result. He also instructed
the important factors of Grant application and how to write a report. And we practice. In the
evening, we set the camera tap and bat loggers at Pway-Gyi forest. After that, we continued to set
the mist net and harp trap at another area of Pway-Gyi forest.
20.2.2020-We went to the Blue Pond at Ywar Ngan Township, Tae-Luu Village and Taw Kyal
Water fall. And we checked to set the harp trap and mist net at Taw-Kyal Waterfall.
21.2.2020- And we went to the Taw-Kyal Water fall to set the bat nets. At this place, we got
the rare bat species.
22.2.2020- Dr. Paul Bates taught us how to write a final report and we followed.
23.2.2020- We tried to write the report and presentation of our internship what we did.
24.2.2020- We returned to the Manadalay from Shan Hill.
25.2.2020- Dr. Paul Bates conducted how to write a good CV, how to apply the Grant, and
continued our daily reports.
26.2.2020- We continued to finish our report and presentation what we did throughout our
internship.
In summary, we had many experiences concerning with the outreach and communication
during this internship. We had to design outreach activities based on our scientific knowledge
to the students. We prepared with simple words and sentences to understand to the students.
We did illustration, hand-on activities, singing song, question and answer, discussion sessions
and networking with the students. All of our reports were focus on Ecotourism, Environmental
Education, Biodiversity Research (bats), Outreach and Community. I’m very impressive in this
internship. And we had many good experiences and fun with our intern team. I look forward to
continuing my relationship with the members of internship. I would like express my special
thank to Dr. Paul Bates, Beatrix Lanzinger, U Aung Toe Khaing from Harrison Institute,
United Kingdom and Dr. Pipat Soisook Zoologist from Prince of Songkla University, Thailand
who were led our internship. I am greatly thank to all the people who helped throughout our
internship.
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Internship with Destination Ayeyarwaddy (Harrison Institute)
(7-26 February 2020)
Pann Mo Mo
Demonstrator
Department of Marine Science
Myeik University, Myanmar
I participated in an internship program that was funded by MuEuCAP program. The
internship program was led by Dr. Paul Bates, Beatrix Lanzinger from Harrison Institute, United
Kingdom and Dr. Pipat Soisook Zoologist from Prince of Songkla University, Thailand. There were
five interns from two universities; 2 from Mandalay University and 3 from Myeik University.
During the internship, we learned five different topics concerning with the environmental
protection and Biodiversity conservation. They are;
(1) Environmental Education in School
(2) Ecotourism
(3) Community led Waste Management
(4) Bat Research (in both field and laboratory)
(5) Camera trapping/Echolocation
(6) Outreach and Communication

(1)

Environmental Education in School

Before the trip, Dr. Kyu Kyu Mar, Assistant Professor, Geology Department, Manadalay
University who presented about the solid waste management. She explained the collection of waste,
storage waste separation, transfer and transportation, the ways of disposal, landfills, Incineration,
Ocean Dump, reduction of solid waste volume and energy generation. In this presentation, we got
much knowledge dealing with the waste management. We learned the waste can generate electricity
by incineration. And we prepared to educate teachers and school children about Environmental
Education. This education program included in two topics; (i) the role of trees in the environment
and (ii) waste management especially the impacts of plastic waste. We presented the environmental
education in two high schools, Hsithe Village and Htone Gyi Village located in Singu District,
Manadalay Region.

Figure. 1. Preparation for environmental education to educate to the students.

In Hsithe Village, we shared and educated 80 students of primary and middle (age around 8
years -13 years). In Htone Gyi Village, there were 40 middle and high school students (about 11
years - 14 years) were educated. In the topic of role of trees involved in trees combat climate change,
can help good health, clean air, provide oxygen and food, save water, prevent water pollution,
erosion and flood, and provide to be a green environment. In the waste management section, we
emphasized the impacts of plastics waste in their environment and how to management them. We
shared how to reduce the plastic pollution with 5Rs (Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Rethink)
and the disadvantages of plastic pollution effects on our environment. And we discussed the plastic
waste management with the teachers to participate the students by themselves.
u

Figure.2. Knowledge sharing to the students concerning with the role of tree and the impacts
of plastic pollution in Hsithe village.

(2)

Ecotourism

In 9th February 2020, we travelled to Destination Ayeyarwaddy, which is an ecotourism
destination and environmental learning centre based in Hsithe Village. Along the way of Hsithe
village we can see many interesting things that are dolphins, birds, forest, beautiful landscape and
river. Dr. Paul Bates taught the theory and practical examples of ecotourism in Hsithe Village and we
studied how to assess natural and cultural attractions in an active ecotourism destination.
We learnt many kinds of tourism attractions; natural attraction, cultural attraction and
recreation attraction. We practiced for the natural attraction like dolphin watching and bird
watching in the Ayeyarwady River. One of most interested natural attraction was Dolphin watching.
We saw 8 Irrawady Dolphin which after years of population was decline, hopefully is now
stabilization in the population, and possibly a slight increase in number. Many kinds of bird species
were also seen along the river bank when we were travelling to Hsithe Village by boat. And
travelling by boats is the adventure for the tourism. In cultural attraction, we studied their
traditional lives, fishermen/women, school agriculture, local business, and old monastery and houses
what are attracting to the tourism.

As the recreation attraction, clean environment, fresh air, weather, boat trip can be enjoyed
by the visitors and activities, such as dolphin/ bird watching, casting traditional fishing nets, village
walks and participating in village activities (making cigar, grinding peanut). Beatrix Lanzinger
instructed about the Community based tourism (CBT) and what the important factors are to build a
CBT centre. She managed systematically the centre, Dolphin Ecolodge, plastic free zone where we
stayed was made with recycle wood in the village and all materials in the guest house are recycle and
reuses. She encourages the community- friendly program. All of the materials in the compound are
natural and the staffs are in this village. They showed that not only the benefit of the ecotourism but
also we can apply the natural resources in our daily life without affect on nature and environment
(for example, they use solar energy to supply water and solar lamp). All the activities bring the
money to local people (for example, old fishermen can get income by demonstrating how to cast the
tradition fishing nets and the carpenters will get money from their handmade wooden handicraft) and
assist with the conservation of the critically endangered Irrawady Dolphin.

Figure.3. Demonstration how to cast the traditional fishing net by old retired.
r fisherman

Figure.4. Throwing the traditional fishing net in the river.

Moreover, local business will be interested by visitors. The visitors can visit to these places
and they have to charge for these visiting. In this ways, the villagers can get extra money. This is the
Community Based Tourism (CBT) which can help to the community to improve their livelihoods
and to get the villagers extra moneys. Hsithe village, no modern buildings, no advance technique in
business but it can attract the visitors with natural themes; nice view, rural nature, landscape,
traditional meals and accommodation which are very impressive with nature. Therefore, we have to
improve the ecotourism in our country by applying the natural attractions.

Figure.5. Retired fisherman and his wife make wooden handicraft to get extra moneys from visitors.

(3)

Community- led Waste Management

When we went to the Shan Hill, we interviewed the community-led waste management village,
Sinnetchaung village, it was won second prize of cleanest village in the Shan District. It was situated
on the main road of Asia Highway Road, Ywar Ngan Township, Shan District. Firstly, we met to the
head of village and asked we had to know. And we got information dealing with waste management
activities. Before we go to interview to this village, we prepared the questionnaires to find out their
attitude, what are their thinking and how to management the waste. We had to intend all the
questionnaires are to assess the community-led waste management. We made interviews to 14
villagers varying age and both sexes; all of they are desired to answer concerning with the waste
management in their village. They informed to us the effective ways of waste management in their
village. The villagers said community-led waste management program must have the strong leader,
to cooperate with the villagers, and good mindset to become a clean environment. All the villagers in
the Sinnetchaung village already have the general knowledge. They want to carry out the waste
management activities for the future and share the knowledge to their generations. They want to
clean to the other villages like their village. The results were fascinating and showed the important of
strong leadership and good community cooperation.

Figure.6. Interview about Community-led Waste Management to the villager at Sinnetchaung Village.

Figure. 7. Showing the Community-led Waste Management activity in the Sinnetchaung Village

(4) Bat Research (in both field and laboratory)
In the bat research, Dr. Paul Bate and Dr. Pipat Soisook conducted. Before we went to the Shan
Hill for the bat research, we practiced bird identifying and taking photos in Peleik Inn, Manadalay.
After that, Dr. Pipat introduced the equipments and techniques (camera trapping, eholocation) that
are used in the bat research. In 15th February, we travelled to the Shan Hill from Manadalay. In Shan
Hill, we participated in both fields and laboratory work. The field works were concentrated on bat
survey. In field survey, we had two kinds of bat traps (mist net and harp trap) in three different
habitats (open field, forest and the edge of open place and dense areas).

Figure.8. Bird watching at Peleik Inn.

Figure.9. Teaching how to take a good photo for publication.

In 17th February, we went to the Myin-Kya-Doe forest as a field survey. We set mist net and
harp trap in this forest. The harp trap is more suitable in the forest. We had 11 bats (genus:
Rhinolopphus,Miniopterus,) and we made the external measurements (ear, tragus, wings, etc.) of
bats. And Dr. Pipat showed methods of making bat skin, identify the bat, taking Liver for DNA,
taking good photos to interpret in the results. We went to the Pway-Gyi forest on February 18. In this
forest, we got and we measured the external measurements. And we continued to set the nets at TawKyal forest near the water fall. We got only one bat (Nautilus sp). All the field works were carried
out at night because bats are nocturnal. We had many experiences from Dr. Pipat and net trapping
survey is very interesting part of this internship.

(5) Camera trapping/Echolocation
Dr. Pipat taught the uses of camera trap and echolocation in the fields. To set a camera trap, we
take 3 days or 5 days. And we have to set the setting which we desired. We have to adjust the time
that we want to start the trap, duration between one trap and another, etc. In this camera trap survey,
we took three days and we set off the trap and bat detector. Unfortunately, we didn’t get any data
from this trap and echolocation device for bat in the edge of open field and dense forest areas. And
Dr. Pipat instructed analyses of echolocation data after collection of data. We know how to carry out
the field experiments systematically, how to analyze the data and how to take good photos.

Figure.10. Demonstrating how to set a camera trap in the field.

Figure.11. Dr. Pipat was teaching how to use a echolocation device.

(6) Outreach and Communication
During this internship, we had many experiences concerning with the outreach and
communication. Before we made environmental education and questionnaires to the schools and
community group, we approached the leader, headmaster and head of village and built relationships.
And we identified the interests of audience and appropriate activities. For the environmental
education, we had to design outreach activities based on our scientific knowledge to the students. We
prepared with simple words and sentences to understand to the students. We did illustration, hand-on
activities, singing song, question and answer, discussion sessions and networking with the student. In
this way, the students were happy to participate without pressure with us. This is the good result for
us. Moreover, we learnt field work and also learnt the communication and outreach by using camera,
presenting to share on the media at the same time.

Figure.12. Communicate with the local people friendly.

Figure.13. Communicate with the local people friendly.

Figure.14. Presenting the science activity to the social media.
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Daily Report
•

•

•

•

•
•

7 Feb 2020: Paul talked about Internship Training including finance and Dr. Kyu Kyu
Mar also explained waste management. After we went around Mandalay University
because it has Funfair for 72th pre Union Day.
8 Feb 2020: In this day, Paul explained the important of trees and plastic pollution to
educate about the waste management for school children. We discussed and made
design how to present, how to more effectively.
9 Feb 2020: We travelled to the Hsithe village by boat. And we were watching birds
and Dolphin along the trip in Ayeyarwady River. We continued to prepare for the
knowledge sharing about plastics and the importance of trees. And then in the
evening, we discuss the importance of eco-tourism for the local community. We
looked around the Hsithe village and investigate the local business.
10 Feb 2020: We learned the attractions of ecotourism; Natural, Cultural and
Recreation. We look around the tourist attraction places, monastery, traditional
fishing, handicraft and local business. We learnt the theory of various attractions;
Natural attraction, Cultural attraction, and recreation attraction and discussed what the
interested things for tourism are.
11 Feb 2020: Dr. Paul explained how to present a good presentation. And we
practiced step by step.
12 Feb 2020: We learned about theory and practical examples of community based
tourism (CBT).We presented Environmental Education at Basic Education High
School, Htone-Gyi Village about the waste management and the importance of trees.
In this high school, the students were already known the general knowledge of
impacts of plastic waste.

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

13 Feb 2020: We came back to Mandalay.
14 Feb 2020: We discussed with Dr. Paul to go Shan Farm. In this afternoon, we met
Dr. Pipat at Mandalay. He explained about the bats survey; how to identify, how to
set camera trap and net. He taught the uses of equipment that are used in bats survey.
15 Feb 2020: We went to study about birds in wetland area of Paleik Inn, Mandalay. It
is the best place to learn birds. I am not only bird expert but also zoology student; I am
really impressive in bird watching.
16 Feb 2020: We go to Ywar Ngan Township. And discussed about how to ask question
concerning waste management to Sin-Net-Chaung villagers.
17 Feb 2020: We asked questions to to Sin-Net-Chaung villagers.In this afternoon, we
went to Sharn Farm. In this evening, we made bat trapping in Myin-Kya-Doe Forest.
18 Feb 2020: We made bats identification and measuring meter. We got 11 species of
bats. Afrer lunch, Dr. Paul and our group made photo for me to apply part-time tutor in
Myeik University. In this evening, we made bat trapping in Pway-Gyi Forest.
19 Feb 2020: At 10:00 am, Dr. Paul discussed about the results of questions from SinNet-Chaung villagers. At 11:30 am, Dr. Paul explained how to make project. In this
evening, we made camera trap about 3:30 pm in Pway-Gyi Forest. At 4:45 pm, we made
again bat trapping in another area of Pway-Gyi forest.
20 Feb 2020: We went Mya-Tha-Bate (blue) pond, Taw-Kyal waterfall, Taet-Luu Stream
and made hiking as challenge and rest.
21 Feb 2020: At 4:30 pm, we reached Taw-Kyal waterfall and our group danced by Dr.
Paul requesting. I am absolutely happy when I danced. And we made bat trapping in
waterfall. We got the old one, Nyctalus.
22 Feb 2020: Dr. Paul learnt about how to write final report and we wrote it.
23 Feb 2020: I wrote final report in this day.
24 Feb 2020: We come back to Mandalay at 10:30 am and reached at 4:00 pm.
25 Feb 2020: Dr. Paul guided how to write the best CV form.
26 Feb 2020: In this evening, we participated in Beatrix Birthday. Our group performed
dancing by Water Festival Song as another birthday present to Bea. And also I finished
daily and final report writing.

Figure 1. Teaching about waste management in Htone-Gyi School.

Internship with Destination Ayeyarwady (Harrison Institute)
7-26 February 2020
Ma Phyu Phyu Thin, Second Year Master Student, Marine Science Department, Myeik University

I would like to talk about took part in internship program. This is funded by MuEuCAP-supported for
higher education in Myanmar. The leaders of this program are Dr. Paul Bates (Harrison Institute),
Beatrix Lanzinger (Destination Ayeyarwady), and Dr. Pipat Soisook (Prince of Songkla University). The
members of our team are included two teachers (Daw Pann Mo Mo, Dr. Khin Moh Moh Tun) and three
students (Phyu Phyu Thin, May Myat Noe, May Zune Thein) from Myeik University and Manadalay
University.
During this Internship, we learnt about five different topics concerning with Environmental Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation. There are
•

Education in schools

•

Ecotourism

•

Community led waste management

•

Camera trapping and bat echolocation (Bat research in the field and laboratory)

•

Outreach and communication

Education in Schools
Before we go to Hsithe Village, Dr.Kyu Kyu Mar from Geology, Manadalay University shared us about
geology related to environmental science; solid waste management. She told solid wastes are included
plastics, papers, and domestic wastes etc. Among them, plastics were strongly damaged to our
environment (human, animals, and forest etc.).These solid wastes can manage by 6 ways. There are
•

Collection and Storage by wastes separation

•

Transfer and transportation

•

Disposal of waste (eg.by landfills)

•

Incineration

•

Reduction of solid waste volume

•

Energy generation

Figure.2. Educating about waste management in Hsithe School

Among this ways, disposal of wastes by landfills are the best way for wastes management. To do
landfills for management, we must choose impermeable soil or floor (eg.stone or mud). And them, we
were used impermeable membrane. After landfills making, we can only use for park not for building.
On February 9, we are gone to Hsithe Village (22˙ 29̍ 16̎ N, 96˙ 00̍ 30̎ E) by car at 9:00 am and reached
at 2:00 pm. On 10, we discussed about how to educate the impact of plastics and importance of trees. On
11, our team is educated to students in high school, Hsithe Village. The ages of the students are between
8 and 14. And the next day, we are gone to another village, Htone-Gyi (by boat to educate the high
school students (between ages 12 to 15) at 1:30 pm. We are started to educate the students concerning
with the importance of trees and the impact of plastics pollution. They are not only already have this
knowledge’s but also absolutely can absorb this educate program. We and this student are really
impressive in this educated program.

Figure.3. Dolphins watching in Ayeyarwady River

Ecotourism
Firstly, I would like to explain how to analyze ecotourism. Ecotourism can be analyzed into 6 types,
•

True ecotourism ( how to educate the people )

•

Nature ecotourism (watching nature and landscape such as dolphin, birds, national park, etc.)

•

Heritage ecotourism (investigation of ancient, historical buildings, and monument e.g. Bagan
Archaeological Area and Monuments, Tharay-Khint-Tara, Buddha-Lin Caves, Inle Lake, and
Myeik Archipelago )

•

Cultural ecotourism (studying of religion, cultures, and traditions such as monastery, school,
agriculture etc. This type is more strongly than others )

•

Adventure ecotourism (making adventure such as hiking, bungee jumping, scuba diving and
mountain biking etc.)

•

Rural (community) ecotourism (studying the people e.g. how to make business, how to live etc.)

When we went to Hsithe Village, we were also
represented not only internship students but also
tourists. In our rest house in Hsithe Village, the owner
Beatrix Lanzinger was managed to their workers and
villagers by making handicrafts (dolphins, stick for
dolphins calling, spoons, plastics bags intend to reduce
for plastics using), and giving works (driving boat,
cooking, selling). In this way, this can support income
for local people. On Feb 9 at 4:00 pm, we were studied
traditional life of these villagers by going around in
Figure 4.Retired men earn money from tourists learning
carpenter life
this village. When we walked, we saw 1.making peanut
oil and cigars for self-business 2.the kindness and
friendly mind of the villager’s 3.the habit of the villagers. And we are also participated in village
activities such as making cigars, and making handicrafts. On Feb 10 at 3:00 pm, we were trained casting
traditional fishing net , made birds assessment by watching (found Hintha, King-Fisher, Martin, Titwit,
Swallow, Heron, Sea-gull, Sparrow, and Cormorant) and we also found endangered species of
Ayeyarwady dolphins on Ayeyarwady River near Hsithe Village. On the other hand, we are also made
awareness and educate program to school children and some villagers. All in all, this village is the best

place for recreational, studying for cultures and habits of local people. Moreover, we could found and
also could made true ecotourism, nature ecotourism, cultural ecotourism, and rural ecotourism not found
heritage ecotourism.

Figure 5.Asking questions about waste management in Sin-Net-Chaung Village

Community-led waste management
Before we went to Sin-Net-Chaung Village (16 Feb at 5:30 pm),
we discussed some questions to ask villagers. These questions are
based on attitudes of villagers to waste management in clean
environment because this village won the second prize for clean
environment in Myanmar. This village already had waste
Figure 6.Discussing how to make the questions management plan led by village head (Ko Pyae Phyo Maung).
This village (21˙ 10̍ 29.9̎ N, 96˙ 26̍ 42.9̎ E) is located in Asia
Highway Road, Ywar-Ngan Township, Shan State. On 17 Feb at 9:55am we asked 14 villagers, the ages
between 28 to 74 and almost are women. These questions are
1. Why do you participate in this program?
2. Did you know before about the problem of waste?
3. How did you learn about the important of waste management?

4. Why is waste bad for the environment?
5. What is the most important things for sustainable of this program?
6. How could the waste management program be improved?
After we asked these questions, we gained positive and satisfied answers from villagers. For No.1
question, they answered for clean environment and their health.No.2,they already known because they
felt the impact of waste.No.3,mostly answers are they knew from their village head.No.4,they answered
bad for human and animals health.No.5,leadership and village cooperation was the most important things
for sustainable of this program.No.6,they answered if they have leadership, village cooperation, modify
techniques, car, and enough money will be improved for future waste management .Overall, I concluded
this village have the best leader, standard village cooperation and good self-mindset. And then, it was not
difficult when I asked to villagers. Moreover, I was felt softy and happy when I faced the villagers.

Figure.7. After making harp trap to catch the bats in Myin-Kya-Doe Forest

Camera trapping
echolocation

and

bat

Dr. Pipat Soisook shared us about
the bats and camera trapping at
Zoology Department, Manadalay
University on 15 Feb. Generally,
bats have two types, insect eating
bat and fruit eating bat. Fruit eating
bat have claw and big eye. To
know the age of the bat we must
look the joint of bone. Bat head
have black, yellow, and gold in
general. And I knew the way of
how to identify the sex. Camera
Figure 8.Setting camera trap in Pway-Gyi Forest
trapping can make distances
between 50 to 100 m. To capture
elephant on camera, camera must be put higher because they can be destroyed the camera. And the angle
of the camera must put 45 degree. To catch the bats by using mist net, flap net, disk-footed net, and harp
trap. Among these traps, we are used harp trap and mist trap in our field. The first place for bat by net
trapping is Myin-Kya-Doe forest (20˙ 57' 00"N and 96˙ 30' 14" E) on 17 Feb at 4:30pm to 8:00pm. After
we measured the length of the bats and identify bat species. In this forest, we gained the genus
Rhinolophus, Miniopterus and species was 11 species. The next day, we went to Pway-Gyi forest (20˙
56' 57" N, 96 ˙ 30' 56"E) on Feb 18 at 4:30 pm to 7:30 pm. We gained one bat in this area. On Feb 19,
we made camera trap (duration days between 19-22) and no data in this trapping. On 21 Feb, we made
net trapping in Taw-Kyal forest .We gained only one bat genus Nyctalus , it is disappeared before 150
years .Now, we found again after 150 years. I am very happy and proud for our team and our leader.
After the collection and analysis of data, Dr. Pipat showed and explained the echolocation data. In this
time, I have known some large bats emit constant echo but strong voice. Although some small bats emit
unregularly echo have strong and fast voice emitting. And I knew bats are emit their voice when they are
subjected to their food and hunting. I got many experiences and challenges from this survey. And I can
use this method in practical field.

Outreach and communication
After I conducted this internship program, I gained many
benefits and knowledge. When I made educate program in
schools, I knew how to contact with the students and how to
explain about sharing knowledge to easily understand for
students. I believe these students will gain unforgettable
memories and knowledge as meet with our team. When I
stayed in Hsithe, I gained opportunity to taste the nature, to
study the traditional life of the villagers, to tow the fish net
like a fisherman, to watch many kinds of birds and
Figure 9.Meeting with kindly women in Sin-Net-Chaung endangered species of Ayeyarwady Dolphins, and to meet
Village
with friendly villagers. In Ywar-Ngan, I was very excited to
make bat and camera trapping. When I made this trapping, I
was really interested and enthusiastic. If I have a chance, I want to know about camera trapping and
echolocation in details. I want to study about bats if I have an opportunity because I was gradually
interested during I made bat survey in internship. Moreover, I want to appreciate for accommodation in
Pway-Gyi and Hsithe. I am very thankful to house
owners, U Wai Lwin and Beatrix Lanzinger. I also
happy when I participated in bird watching in
Paleik Inn, talking in front of camera, visit to
Taet-Luu Village, blue pond and Taw-Kyal
Waterfall. I believe this internship can give me
unforgettable memories and power how to strong
in my future.

Figure10.Yellow flower field besides Taet-Luu Road

Figure 11.Unforgettable memory
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Figure 12.Group photo with Shan farm owner couple

Figure 13.With Htone- Gyi headmaster, our chef and our group in
Hsithe Guest House
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MuEuCAP
INTERNSHIP DAILY Activities

28/10/2019
We arrived at Myeik airport at 8am. And then we went to Myeik University. At the University Tr
Saw Yu showed the room we have to stay during intern period. After that we went to the FFI
office and we started the orientation and we did the contract. FFI staff presented about their
conservation activities that they are currently doing in Tanintharyi Region. And then we had a
lunch. Then, we took a rest.

29-31/10/2019
We attended Do No Harm and conflict sensitivity management workshop with FFI team presented
by RAFT Myanmar. From this workshop, we learned how we solve when we face conflicts in our
society and how we connect with local people and other related people in the communities during
field assessments without having misunderstanding situation.

1.11.2019
Dr Nay Myo Shwe gave presentation about how to design a research proposal and how to prepare
an oral presentation. Sir also taught us how we search research paper in Google and how we take
citations . This presentation is really beneficial for my future graduate research.
3.11.2019
I went LMMA tour visit collaborating with MCCL members(Myanmar Coastal Conservation Lab
). LMMA is a joint marine conservation program with FFI and involves local coastal communities
and local government representatives. We departed from Sate-Nge bridge and firstly, we went to
Done_Palae_Aww village by boat. It was located in Myeik archipelago. It took about six hours to

arrive that village. We had lunch on the boat.
After arriving in the village, local people showed
the place where we stay. Three ethnic
groups(Burmese, Morken, Kayin) are living in
that village. We took a rest and had dinner.

4.11.2019
We had breakfast at Done_Palae_Aww village. And then we went to the place where Morken (sea
gypsies) lived. We asked their livelihood and which difficulties do they face currently and about
their well-known diving skill. We danced
together happily with their trademark song. In
the evening, we did plastic campaign with
MCCl interns and local Moken children. After
that we visited around the village and asked
local people about their livelihood and which
species do they most discover now and looked
marine products that local people selling. At
Night,Sir Soe Thiha from FFI explained about
their LMMA project and coral reefs in Myeik
Archipelago, and how they coordinate with
local people in marine conservation. And we

also asked to local people how they satisfy with FFI project. We stayed two nights at Don-PalaeAww village.

5.11.2019
We had breakfast in Done_Palae_Aww village. Then we continued our LMMA trip. We went to
Linn-Lunn village on foot. It took about two hours to arrive that village. We met incredible natural
beauty of our country along the journey. We studied about local people’s current economy and
their attitudes to FFI.

6.11.2019
It was a rainy day. We had breakfast and we waited for the time when the rain stop. Because we
had to return to Myeik. At 10am, the rain started stopping. That’s why we started our way to
Myeik. It took about six hours to reach Myeik as usual. After arriving at the harbor, we hired the
taxi and went on to Myeik University.

7.11.2019

We went to the FFI office and we studied for our academic research.

8.11.2019
At the FFI office, Dr Soe Htun (Professor and Head Retd.) shared a presentation concerning with
Seagrass conservation and Monitoring in Myanmar and explained how seagrass is very important
for marine habitat. In the evening, Ko LaMin Nyi Nyi from FFI taught how set up the camera trap
and radio collar.

12.11.2019
Ko Laminn Nyi Nyi showed their camera trap data and we did data organizing and species identify.
13.11.2019
We continued doing data organizing and species identify that we didn’t finish yesterday and Sir
Saw from FFI taught about the data analysis.

14.11.2019
We attended “THE JOINT MYEIK MANGROVE CO-MANAGEMENT AND
CONSERVATION WORKSHOP AND MEKONG INTERNATIONAL MANGROVE FORUM
MEETING” at Myeik University. At the forum, local communities, partner organizations and local
government representatives made discussion concerning with mangrove conservation in detail.
Local people also presented their difficulties and figured out a solution together.

15.12.2019
We continued attended mangrove forum meeting. On that day we discussed about MAB(Man and
biosphere) by group work and gave the advice what should be and shared our attitudes with other
groups.

16.11.2019
We prepared for our Chaung-Nauk-Pyan Trip.
17.11.2019

In the morning, we went to Chaung-Nauk-Pyan from Myeik University together with Sir Saw Soe
Aung, Ko Thae Maung Hein from FFI for using camera traps and radio collars Training. We
arrived Chaung-Nauk-Pyan in the afternoon. After that we had lunch. In the evening we visited to
the Taungfuru Reserve forestry office. The representative person from forestry office gave a
detailed explanation about their processings in the Taungfuru reserve forest.

18.11.2019
We climbed to the southern part of Chaung-Nauk-Pyan mountain which is also known as Bawk
Phyu Mountain (BP) for the camera trapping .We equipped six cameras.

19.11.2019
We also climbed to the eastern part of Bawk Phyu and set up four camera traps.

20.11.2019
We went to Aye Thar Yar village for the small grant and livelihood activities that provides from
FFI to local people. FFI support livelihood such as goats, pigs, ducks, hens, etc. They also provide
crops and plants to local people. There are 23 villages which are provided with small grant and
livelihood by FFI. After that we went back to Chaung-Nauk-Pyan village. In the afternoon we
practiced radio collar activities.

21.11.2019

We learnt about the activities of CF nursery and
CF community (long-term program ) by meeting
and discussing with local people in Chaung-NaukPyan village in this morning. After that, we went
to the Nang-Taung village with Sir Ye Naing from
FFI. This village is very beautiful ,peaceful, neat
and tidy place and villagers are unity. They have
been conserving their land since last 10 years ago
without anyone’s instruction. We asked the local
people about the CF and small grant and livelihood
activities of FFI. We also asked their attitudes with
FFI . In the evening we went back to ChaungNauk-Pyan village and we took a rest.

22.11.2019
We went back to Myeik from Chaung-Nauk-Pyan. It took about four hours to arrive Myeik. And
We took a rest at Myeik University hostel.
23.11.2019
We did species identify from camera we set up in Chaung-Nauk-Pyan village at FFI office. We
got three species (Eurasian wild pig, porcupine, and sand bear) from our camera trap. The data is
really rare. Because we didn’t fix the camera for a long time and we didn’t have enough time. We
need 45 days to set up camera trap to get complete data.

24.11.2019
We continued doing data analysis. And we prepared for our way home.

25.11.2019
We went to Myeik airport from Myeik University at 6:00 am. And we waited for flight. We arrived
at Yangon International airport at 11:00 am .At night I went back home by bus.

HNIN PHYU WAI

Report of MuEuCAP
Internship Training
Collaboration with FFI
(28.10.2019—24.11.2019)
Hnin Pyuy Wai

Date

Activity

28.10.2019

Orientation

29/30/31.10.2019
1.11.2019

Do No Harm/ Conflict Sensitivity Management
Workshop
How to design a research proposal

2.11.2019

Off Day

3/4/5/6.11.2019

LMMA Trip

7.11.2019

FFI Office

8.11.2019

Sea Grass Lecture & Camera Trap,Radio collar
Training
Tazaungdai Holiday

9/10/11.11.2019
12/13.11.2019
14/15.11.2019

Camera Trap Data Organizing & Species
Identify
Join Mangrove Forum

16.11.2019

Prepare for Field trip

17.11.2019

From Myeik to Chaung- Nauk- Pyan

18/19.11.2019

Camera Trap in CNP

20.11.2019

Small Grant & Livelihood

21.11.2019

CF nursery & CF community

22.11.2019

From CNP to Myeik

23/24.11.2019

Camera Trap Data Organizing & Species
Identify

MuEuCAP

Internship Final Report
During my internship period, I learnt many things I never studied. I realized more how hard the
conservation work is and we also need not only to do conservation work but also need to educate
local people concerning the conservation and to provide their basic requirements. If so they also
can participate actively without including anyone’s force in conservation work.
I got many invaluable knowledge and experiences from every person which I met during my
internship period. They taught me a lot including theories, practical and communication skills
and gave me many invaluable life experiences to start my career. I also more interested and
enthusiastic in conservation work because of them.
I had already mentioned about the workshop in my daily activities. Firstly, I attended Do No
Harm/Conflict Sensitivity management workshop. This workshop is very useful for everyone.
They taught me how to communicate with everybody and how to prepare and solve not to be
conflict at least. That is really useful. Because I am a student and I need to communicate with
everybody and I may face conflictive situation or not in my future. But now I knew a little how
to solve and overcome conflicts. Secondly, I attended Mangrove forum. From this activity, I
realized how mangrove is important for marine habitats and I learnt different ideas and
experiences from international speakers and how they conserve mangrove in their country.
Before I attend this meeting I didn’t know about mangrove in detail.
I also went LMMA trip and terrestrial field trip. From this trip, I learnt different cultures,
lifestyles and their livelihood. I saw some people were selling wild animals for their livings. And
I realized we need to conserve wildlife more and educate to local people concerning with the
conservation. Everything I met during my intern period is new things for me to study and
invaluable experience. After that I learned not only about conservation but also about local
people’s attitudes, perceptions and livelihood conditions.
This internship is very good opportunity for students. Though I am Zoology student, I don’t have
much experience in field. This internship program improves me a lot especially in
communication skills, public speaking and coordinating skills. After participating in this
internship program, I realized more about biodiversity conservation and how difficult this work
is. If I get a chance again, I want to study biodiversity conservation broadly and also participate
intensively this kind of internship.
I really thank to MuEuCAP for giving this opportunity and special thanks to Eu-Erasmus for
funding for our internship. I really thank to Dr Nay Myo Shwe and FFI team for their warm,
helps and everything to be convenient during internship period. I really thank to Rector, teachers
and students from Myeik University for everything. I also thank to my Teacher Dr Sai Sein Linn
Oo for everything to be convenient during my intern period.

Internship Field Trips (Daily Report)
-4.12.2019, I’m connect to FFI office in Myeik Town.
-5.12.2019, I’m prepare to field trip in the FFI office.
-6.12.2019 at 10:00 am, I’m going to Donpalaeaww village by boat. And then, I’m
arrive to the village at 5:30pm.
-7.12.2019, they explain about some agenda such as locally managed marine area
in the Donpalaeaww village.
-8.12.2019, we are going to Salongone. At afternoon, we met local people and ask
about protect to the locally marine area in the village.
-9.12.2019, we go to Linnlon and Zaelatt villages. And then, we studied to locally
managed marine area in village. After, we back to Myeik at 9:00 pm.
-10.12.2019, I’m arrive to Myeik at 7:00 am. And then, I’m go to Office and
discuss our next to field trip.
-11.12.2019, I’m go to Yadanarbone village. At afternoon, I’m study to mining site
near the village.
-12.12.2019, we go to Bayarthang Cave. I’m study to rock type in the cave. And
then, we get back to Myeik in the evening. At that day, is the MUEU internship
program of fauna and flora international team is end. Because, I have to entrance
examination.

Internship Field Report
I’m Daw Mi Nwe Ni Aung, Department of Geology. I’m studied to Funna and
Flora International team in December.
Firstly, I’m go to Donplaeaww village, Gyunsu Township in Tanintharyi Region.
I’m studied to locally magnaged marine area. I know, how to protect locally
marine area and other wonderful knowledge.
Next day, we leave to Linnlon village. They explain about some the project in the
locally marine area. We met to local people and ask about protect to the locally
marine area. We discuss, how to result for the project. This project, they ask to
conserve for the biodiversity system.

Donpalaeaww village

Linnlon village

Locally marine area in Linnlon village

And then, next to study is Yadanarbon mining in Pyaygyimanntine Township,
Tanintharyi Region. This mine is closure. The study method is;
1. At first, collected data and literature from library and internet website.
2. Then, study and collecting data
3. Finally, writing report and give some suggestion and comment.
And then, the objective of the study is;
1. To study type and genetic classification of the hazard.
2. To understand process of hazard
3. To understand, how to mitigate the effects of hazard.
I think, we haven’t to activities causing or contributing to the impact. Because, this
mine is effect the biodiversity impacts and related human impacts. They are
permanent habitat loss, species loss in the biodiversity impact. And then, related
human impact is housing and security. Therefore, the study area is little prospect
for future exploration.

Closure mining site in Yadanarbon

Mining site in near the stream

Next to, study in Bayarthaung Cave in Pyaygyimanntine Township,
Tanintharyi Region. At that cave, study a bout is “rock type”. After, collect to rock
sample and measuring the rock sampling. The study method is;
1. Systematic measurements along section line.
2. Detailed studies of megascopic features on outcrop and sampled feet by feet.
3. Representation selected sample were made to analysis petrography.
4. Tape and compass traverse method, used for exposure.
And then, the study of the purpose is;
1. To obtain knowledge, field training and it is the principle of the geological
work.
2. To investigate the data analysis of the limestone rock from the Bayarthane
cave.
3. To generate income through ecotourism.
4. To restore the damaged environment.
After all, I know about ‘rock type’ in the cave. How to do to continue data
analysis? And then, we have to do to protect the environment and biodiversity in
cave.

Limestone Cave in Bayarthaung

Stalactite and stalagmite

Study of rock sample

Result
-Human being was experiences on various type of natural since long, long
ago.
-They do not know to protect the environment and biodiversity.
-At that time, many people in the world are known about the environment
and biodiversity by education, training.
-And then, they know how to planning, protect of the environment and
biodiversity.

Conclusion
- We know more and more about effect the environment and biodiversity from
training and education
- We should know many knowledge of hazards, how to protect the environment
and biodiversity
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EXCETIVE SUMMARY
This internship report covers the details of my internship at FFI for duration of one month which
began from 28th October 2019 to 28th November 2019 at FFI office which is located in Myeik
Township, Tanintharyi Region. An overview of the internship includes the trainings, activities,
meetings and field experiences.
The objectives of this internship are to provide exposure to the students to the real working
environment, to enable the students to develop a deeper undertaking on the course which they are
responsible and to provide appropriate on the job trainings in field assessments.
I have done survey on two fields; both terrestrial conservation and marine conservation. I have
learned what LMMAs program marine team of FFI is doing and activities related to terrestrial
conservation about camera trapping, radio collar and tracking for bird, elephant satellite collar
tracking and system, community forestry practice, outreach, public awareness and education,
small grant and livelihood support to local communities which are all parts of FFI programs. I
have learned the impact of the government’s forced resettlement, blast fishing by companies
working in the study areas and the status of marine resources in comparison with over 5 years
ago. FFI works ranging from community-based conservation to collaborative protected area
management and from site-based conservation to landscape-level and seascape-level
conservation approaches, such as the ridge-to-reef conservation project in Tanintharyi.
INTRODUCTION
Background of Host Organization
Fauna & Flora International (FFI) has been supporting conservation work being carried out by
local civil society organizations in Myanmar since 2008, and which is one of the first
international conservation organizations on ground as the country began to open up in 2011.
FFI focus is on protecting biodiversity (the diversity of life on Earth), which supports healthy
ecosystems and is critical for the life-support systems that humans and all other species rely on.
FFI mission is “to conserve threatened species and ecosystems worldwide, choosing solutions
that are sustainable, based on sound science, and which take into account human needs”.
Besides, FFI research into the sustainability of oil palm plantations in Myanmar prompted the
government in the Tanintharyi region to issue a moratorium on new plantations until it had
completed a review of the legal status and social and environmental impacts of the existing
concession.
These are also several ongoing projects in terrestrial and marine at southern Myanmar aimed at
conserving flagship species level such as tiger, elephant, Gurney's Pitta, Helmeted Hornbill,
Sharks and Rays, Sea turtle and toward landscape level. Moreover, using several techniques to
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conserve nature and wildlife in the area mainly through community based conservation and legal
protection.
Background of Internships
MuEuCAP project is a capacity building and training project that is supporting the
modernization and internationalization of the three participating Myanmar universities. It mainly
focuses on developing and testing a new curriculum in environmental protection which is of
international standard and relevant to the needs of society.
MuEuCAP skills are training staff to teach Master's students in technical and transversal skills,
including ICT that are relevant and applicable to their future careers. Students are trained how to
design and carry out an environmental protection project. This includes developing new skills in
a range of computer programmes, especially GIS and biostatistics.
Maximizing accessibility to a university education is one of the objectives of the MuEuCAP
project. This will ensure that students of sexes and any race, religion or economic background
will be equipped with the necessary skills that will promote their job hunting. MuEuCAP is
helping Myeik University in becoming a national center for expertise in social outreach and
communication.

OBJECTIVES


To understand functioning and working conditions of a non-governmental organization,



To know whether this kind of work is a possibility for my future career,



To gain practical knowledge, practice and apply in research and professional work



To learn about the organizing of a research project (planning, preparation, permission and
field implementations)



To learn about research methodologies (sampling and design, field methods, methods to
analyze data)



To get fieldworks experience, data collection in an environment unknown for me,



To develop interpersonal communication and social network
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PLAN OF THE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
During my one month internship, I had the opportunities to work within five very active teams,
namely: Biodiversity Team( include the Tiger conservation and elephant satellite collar tracking
, camera trapping for tiger and their prey, and radio collaring for endemic birds Gurney's
Pitta),Marine Team , Small Grant and Livelihood Team, Community Forest Team, and
Education and Awareness Team. Reflecting on my experience at FFI, the internship program has
made in various fields such as: Team work, Workshop, Data Analysis and Coordination. All of
the fields, community forest, public awareness, small grant and livelihood field are the socioeconomic fields based on the human resources that I have learned and marine field that close
with me and biodiversity field that are the incredible and unfamiliar with me.
I went to the islands Done Palae Aww and Linn Lonn which are implementing the LMMAs
program by FFI. Locally-Managed Marine Areas (LMMAs) are areas of near shore waters and
their associated coastal and marine resources that are largely or wholly managed at a local level
by coastal community, land-owning groups, partner organizations and collaborative government
representative who reside or are based in the immediate area. I met Moken peoples (Sea Gypsies)
who are an Austronesian people of the Mergui Archipelago.
After survey on Locally-Managed Marine Areas (LMMAs), I have known about the project's
aim by enhancing long-term sustainability of resource use; increasing short-term harvesting
efficiency; restoring biodiversity and ecosystems; maintaining or restoring breeding biomass of
fish or invertebrates; enhancing the economy and livelihoods; reinforcing customs; asserting
access and tenure rights; and empowering communities.

Figure (1): Meeting with Moken
peoples

Figure (2): The Moken children
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I have also learned about the socio-economic of the island and we have done the snorkeling and
watching the coral reefs at ecotourism site in the east part of Linn Lonn with MCCL (Myanmar
Coastal Conservation Lab) students.

Figure (3): Group photo of Internship
students with MCCL students at Linn Lonn
Island

Figure (4): Group photo of Moken
children, internship students and
MCCL students

Figure (5): Snorkeling and coral watching
of internship students with MCCL students

Figure (6): Group photo of Internship
students with MCCL students
I have also found the local products that provide to the income generation of the local people.

Figure (7): Dry Sea
Horses

Figure (8): Dry Sea
Cucumbers
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Figure (9): Dry Puffer fishes

I have amazing field of the terrestrial environment for camera trap and radio collar in Chaung
Nauk Pyan Village of Tanintharyi. I climbed to the southern part of Chaung Nauk Pyan
Mountain, which is also known as Bawk Phyu Mountain (Community Forest), we equipped six
cameras and set four cameras at the eastern part of BP Mountain. I have learned how to choose
the site selection, the habitat type, the height, the distance from vegetation, game trails and Tiger
sign. Mostly, I set the camera based on the prey sign, trail and ridge top.
One of the most important things to consider when setting up camera traps is choosing the
locations in order to get the best results. Camera traps near mineral licks or along game trails,
where it is more likely that animals will visit frequently, are normally seen. Animals
congregate around mineral licks to consume water and soil, which can be useful in reducing
toxin levels or supplement mineral intake in their diet. These locations for camera traps also
allow for variety of animals including how they are structured and how species are interacting
over space and time.

Figure (10): Camera trap
instruments

Figure (11): Marking the
GPS point

Camera trap provides data an exactly where species are, what they are doing and how large their
population are. Knowledge of the target species' general habits, seasonal variations in behavior
and habitat use, as well as its tracks, scat, feeding sign, and other spoor, food caches, favored
hunting and foraging grounds, runs, dens, beds, etc. are extremely helpful in locating and
identifying these sites.

Figure (12): Sun bear's
scratch

Figure (13): Sun bear’s
food place
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Figure (14): Sun bear’s
sleeping place

I took practices at the radio collar (a collar with an attached radio transmitter that is put on an
animal so that it’s ecological, movements in its natural habitat selection can be monitored)
activities in CNP village. Then, Saw Soe Aung who senior field biologist was taught how to
work the radio collar and the advantages and disadvantages. It is a radio collar for bird but we
need much time for practices. So, I did the practice that how to look forward the radio collar and
the transmitting range of the radio transmitter that greatly affects the search effort required to
locate the signal, thus range should be increased (at the expense of transmitter life) if the species
is expected to move over a large area.

Figure (15): Testing the radio collar
in community forest at Chaung
Nauk Pyan Village

Figure (16): Checking the antennae and
the radio transmitter

The next day, I went to the Aye Tharyar Village for
the small grant and livelihood activities. We asked
about the support that FFI provides to the local people
for livelihood activities such as goats, pigs, ducks,
hens etc. and also provide crops and plants for them.
There are 23 villages which are provided with small
grant and livelihood from FFI to promote a more
sustainable socio-economic supporting the creation of
alternative livelihoods for local communities, to
. reduce the dependency on valuable resources, to
enhance the employments and incomes generation of
local people, to engage collaboration with the
stakeholders, NGO, INGO, CSO and other local
society community.
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Figure (17): Engaging with the
local people

I learned about the activities of Community
Forest (CF nursery long-term program) in
Chaung Nauk Pyan and Nang Taung
villages. I met local people who make the
CF community and discussed about their
problems during making CF and try to
resolve fairly any problems and difficulties
between CSO and Government.
Figure (18): Asking the local people about
their problems during community forest
establishment
I have participated as a volunteer who represent to students and teachers (middle school)
introducing the FFI’s operation such works and activity, gave the information about the
importance of wildlife and why we need to protect them and we made the questions and
answers game activity about wildlife and environmental protection.

Figure (20): Answering the questions
about wildlife which are interested by
students

Figure (19): Knowledge sharing with
students about wildlife and
environmental conservation
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I studied cavern in the Phar Yar Htan area
(Yadanabon village) in ecotourism site. I found
the several bats species in cave and also Gaur’s
footprint and elephant’s footprint in the forest of
Phar Yar Htan area. It was absolute worthwhile
experiences brought out my strength and also the
areas I needed to improvise.

Figure (21): Ms. Ne Nan Nandar Nwe
looked forward to the bats in the
cavern of the Phar Yar Htan area at
Yadanabon Village

Figure (22): Bats Cavern

Figure (23): Elephant‘s footprint

Figure (24): Gaur’s footprint
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I have got amazing set of bird photos during internship for my first experience. I made the best
of every opportunity I was given and made the almost use of my abilities and knowledge to
fulfill all my responsibilities.

Figure (25): Pond Heron at Bokepyin
Township

Figure (26): Red-wattled Lapwing at
Yadanabon Township

Figure (27): Intermediate Egret at
Bokepyin Township

Figure (28): Asian Open bill at Karathuri
Township
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After analysis of data, I have found the endangered species in camera trap fields.

Figure (29): Eurasian Wild Pig

Figure (30): Sun Bear

Figure (31): Malayan Porcupine
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TRAINING AND ACTIVITIES OF INTERNSHIP
Working in these Teams, was for me a period of knowledge acquisition and experience through
some activities I participated in:


Do No Harm/ Conflict Sensitivity Management Training by RAFT Myanmar

The training provided me to observe how to reduce the patterns of impact on respective
project areas and how to promote designs and options systematically during field
assessments and conservation interventions.


Proposal Writing and Research Methodology

The training took place at FFI office offered by Dr. Nay Myo Shwe enabled me to know the
art of writing proposal and oral presentation, project preparation cycle and to acquire
knowledge on research methods in formative and summative evaluation. It has enhanced my
skill and ability to use Google Scholar for my scientific research.


Seagrass Training

The training took place at FFI office offered by U Soe Htun Professor and Head (Retd),
Department of Marine Science; Mawlamyine University shared a presentation with the
students concerning “Seagrasses Conservation and Monitoring in Myanmar”. This
experience brought out my strength and also the areas I needed to improvise.


THE JOINT MANGROVE CO-MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION
WORKSHOP, AND MEKONG INTERNATIONAL MANGROVE FORUM
MEETING

This forum gave me the opportunity to my research thesis for the idea of choosing which part
of mangrove I want to do and knew the way how to make awareness to the local people and
discussed the problems how to reduce effectively about the environment conservation.
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DISCUSSION
The internship program has broadened my knowledge, which was made possible through my
participation in the various workshops. Working for FFI as an intern was not only an honor and
privilege but a lifelong experience that will forever shape my professional life that it allows me
to learn new skills and enhance my personal skills.
During one month period of my internship, I learned about different things that how the
environment deals with the conservation. I learnt extensively about LMMAs program that has
enhanced my critical thinking and analytical skills as well as improved design in terms of real
practice.
I found the terrestrial field to be very exciting and educational. I was exposed to new things and
realized the importance of working together as a team and sharing responsibilities shift. At this
point, I realized the importance of being proactive and developing positive relationships with all
people. Camera trap that I have got fieldworks experience, data collection in an environment
unknown for me which set up time duration 45 days but the time wasn’t enough in this
internship. I would like to learn about the camera trap, radio collar for birds and elephant satellite
collar tracking which could present me with new sources of inspiration as I develop in my ability
to research and learning.
As an intern, I had a limited time to work. I hoped to study about GIS Mapping in this internship
but it has a limited time so I would like to learn more and more knowledge and analysis method
if I have a chance to my professional and ability to work in a multicultural environment. For me,
these achievements are the direct result of the effort invested in me by FFI so that I may also
indebted on other communities in need of leadership and the society as a whole.
CONCLUSION
Internship program has offered me the great opportunity to grow and develop. It has encouraged
me to be able to overcome challenges and develop my career. Hence I can sum up by saying that
my internship experience was a milestone to my academic and professional experiences. I
toughly enjoyed the challenges that came along every single day. Especially working in FFI
made me realize my competencies and level of understanding about the functioning and working
conditions of a non-governmental organization. On completion of this internship period, I came
to know about the importance of environmental protection and conservation. These experiences
that I have learned will be a valuable one for my future as well.
It has been a wonderful experience in working intern at FFI and I recommend the university to
organize more of such program and workshops to widen its sphere of operation. It will be of
much benefit to the university if it continues to create similar platforms for young people as a
way of building their capacity and bringing them to appreciate MuEuCAP and share in the
vision.
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Week Number 1: October 28, 2019 through October 31, 2019
Monday, October 28: I began my first day of internship with Fauna and Flora International
(FFI) NGO. I had a meeting with my program manager and we discussed my schedule for the
upcoming weeks. I reviewed departmental polices, rules and regulations, and then spent the
rest of my shift in the communications center.
Tuesday, October 29: The second day of internship is Do No Harm/ Conflict Sensitivity by
RAFT (Respect Accountability Fairness Transparency) Myanmar with FFI. Most of the day was
spent on Theory and Concepts about conflict sensitivity. Officer Zarni showed me the proper
way to issue a citation for an expired registration and speeding. I also had the opportunity to
observe the investigation sources of tensions and collaboration.
Wednesday, October 30: I observed follow-up investigations, including understand how
Projects and staff behaviors in what way they are impacting and understanding the patterns of
impact will help us look for connectors and dividers in community during field assessment.
Thursday, October 31: we discussed refining project impact analysis with realistic options
and how identify relationship between actors and mapping that prioritizing the 4-7 most
important relationship according to case.
Summary Statement: The week was spent becoming familiar with the area and the
department. I found the surveillance activity and the training seminar to be very interesting.
This provided the opportunity to observe how to reduce the patterns of impact on respective
project areas and how to promote designs and options systematically during field assessments
and conservation interventions.

Week Number 2: November 3, 2019 through November 8, 2019
Sunday, November 03: We went to the island which is doing the LMMAs program on
FFI. Locally-Managed Marine Areas (LMMAs) are areas of near shore waters and their
associated coastal and marine resource that are largely or wholly managed at a local level
by coastal community, land-owning groups, partner organizations and collaborative
government representative who reside or is based in the immediate area.
Monday, November 04: We met Moken peoples (Sea Gypsies) are an Austronesian
people of the Mergui Archipelago. The island is the Done Palae Aww which is conducted
LMMA project and we asked Moken people how to threat by the government’s forced
resettlement and explosive fishing by companies working in the regions and the marine
resources are increased or decreased by comparing over 5 years ago. In the evening, we
have a plastic campaign activity with both MCCL (Myanmar Coastal Conservation Lab)
students and local children. At night, Sir Soe Thiha from FFI gave a detailed explanation
about the LMMA and coral reefs in Myeik Archipelago.
Tuesday, November 05: We went to the other island Linn Lonn Island which is doing
LMMAs project. It takes by walking for 1.30 hours from Done Palae Aww. In the evening,
we did the swimming and watching the coral reefs at ecotourism place in the east part of
Linn Lonn with MCCL students.
Wednesday, November 06: We come back to the Myeik in the afternoon.
Thursday, November 07: In the evening, Dr. Nay Myo Shwe explained how to design a
research proposal and how to prepare an oral presentation with MCCL students in the
office.
Friday, November 08: At the office, U Soe Htun Professor and Head (Retd), Department
of Marine Science, Mawlamyine shared a presentation with the students concerning
“Seagrasses Conservation and Monitoring in Myanmar”. In the afternoon, La Min Nyi Nyi
explained a presentation with Camera Trap activity by practical.
Summary Statement: This was an enjoyable and informative week .I hope next week is
as productive and educational.

Week Number 3: November 17, 2019 through November 29, 2019
Sunday, November 17, 2019 – We went to Tanintharyi (Chaung Nauk Pyan Village) for
camera trap and radio collar. We arrived at the village at 11:30 AM. At the evening, we
went to the Forest Department in the Chaung Nauk Pyan. They explained how to consider
the forest reserve and what kind of plants have to habitat for the state funding and how many
time they have patrolled in the one month.
Monday, November 18, 2019- We climbed to the southern part of Chaung Nauk Pyan
Mountain, which is also known as Bawk Phyu Mountain (Community Forest) for the camera
trapping. We were equipped six cameras.
Tuesday, November 19, 2019- –At CNP, we set four cameras at the eastern part of BP
Mountain. They talked about what went well, what went wrong, and what they could do
differently. This was definitely the sign of a solid team. By the time this all ended it was
time to head back to the station and call it a night.
Wednesday, November 20, 2019– We went to Aye Tharyar Village for the small grant and
livelihood activities. These activities were about the support that FFI provides to the local
people. They support livelihood such as goats, pigs, ducks, hens etc. They also provide crops
and plants for them. There are 23 villages which are provided with small grant and
livelihood from FFI. After a short break, we were looked forward to the agriculture. After
returning to the CNP, we practiced the radio collar activities in CNP village. Saw Soe Aung
taught how to work the radio collar that minimizes impact on the animal’s behavior and
about the advantages and disadvantages.
Thursday, November 21, 2019-We learnt about the activities of Community Forest (CF
nursery long-term program) in Chaung Nauk Pyan and Nang Taung villages. We met local
people who make the CF community and discussed about their problems during making CF
and try to resolve fairly any problems and difficulties between CSO and Government.
Friday, November 22, 2019- We went to the CNP to Yadanabon village for the awareness
activity. After a short break, we were looked forward to the mangrove coverage in Lanya
river .In the evening, we have been participated as a volunteer who represent to students and
teachers (middle school) introduced the FFI’s operation such works and activity, gave the
information about the importance of wildlife and why we need to protect them.
Saturday, November 23, 2019- In the morning, we were studied cavern in the Phar Yar
Htan village (Yadanabon) in ecotourism place. We found the bats and Gaur’s footprint. In
the evening we were watched Gurney Pitta and heard his or her voices but we didn’t catch

the photo. We saw the elephant’s footprint in the forest of Phar Yar Htan.
Sunday, November 24, 2019-We went to the Yadanabon to Bokepyin and it is a holiday.
Monday, November 25, 2019-The last day of the field, we went forward to the Karathuri
Township for awareness activity and I had got some bird photos.
Tuesday, November 26, 2019- We came back to the Myeik from Karathuri Township.
Friday, November 29, 2019- We made the data analysis of the camera trap activity.
Summary Statement: I found the terrestrial field to be very exciting and educational. I was
exposed to new things and realized the importance of working together as a team and
sharing responsibilities shift. At this point, I realized the importance of being proactive and
developing positive relationships with all people.
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ABSTRACT
This internship report serves the purpose to record the details of my field training
which was conducted in FFI organization (Flora & Fauna International),Tanintharyi
Conservation Region. This FFI programs, including Tiger survey, Elephant satellite
collar tracking, Bird survey, Livelihood and Small Grants, Community Forestry,
Education and Awareness raising, Coastal and Mangrove, and Marine observation,
GIS and Mapping. The internship helped me understand work ethics, employment
demands, responsibilities and opportunities.
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I got through my internship course for the duration of approximately 4 weeks in the
FFI. During the internship, I also studied about the camera trap data. I found that there
are four species in the study areas. Camera traps that capture photos of animals are a
valuable tool for monitoring biodiversity. Camera trap are generally used as pointbased sampling devices, and many analytical methods require spatial independence of
camera-trap stations and temporal independence of subsequent records.
Moreover, I also studied in the FFI organization, especially all of the programs. In
the present study, I studied about the Moken people in the LMMA.I know that about
the Moken people, especially their culture, life cycle, economic and all of information.
So, I have several reasons onto choosing this place to do my internship. This
internship give for me, especially it prepared me for the working environment and it
enhanced my CV needed to negotiate future jobs
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To know the field experience and new challenges within internship.
To understand the different study of the FFI programs in the field areas.
To know that this internship , how to collect data, field experience,
awareness, respects, collaboration, tension, communication, knowledge
and all of the learning ways.
To know the different of the socio economic and their life cycle, culture in
the field study areas.
WEEKLY OVERVIEW OF INTERNSHIP ACTIVITIES
Week Number 1: October 28 to 31and November1, 2019
For the first week of my internship, I participated in a program of the FFI (Flora
and Fauna International) and was introduced to various personnel. Following a
detailed orientation to the FFI internship program, including Tiger survey, Elephant
satellite collar tracking, Bird survey, Livelihood and Small Grants, Community
Forestry, Education and Awareness raising, Coastal and Mangrove, and Marine
observation, GIS and Mapping .So, I received my special internship assignment and
then began to experience the communications division.
I involved my assignment to the FFI- myeik workshop division. And then officer
said about the topic is “Do No Harm/Conflict Sensitivity”. Ko Zarni discussed about
this title. Officer showed me the proper way to issue a citation for new experience and
communication. I also had the opportunity to observe the investigation of this
workshop, how to collaboration skills /tension and management of the societies.
I observed follow-up investigations, including group-work division, how to explain
and communication team of the stakeholder/local people or societies. I know that this
workshop for my thesis, how to communication, network and analysis of the field. I
believed that I have the capability, and potential to take my thesis course. We formed a
group and discussed about this topic. We consulted until the result came. After the
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discussion, we do a group presentation and answer &question. I am very happy and so
excited.
On the last day in the morning, Sayar U Soe-Htun Professor and Head (Retd.),
Department of Marine Science, Mawlamyine, shared a presentation with the students
concerning ‘Seagrasses Conservation and Monitoring in Myanmar. Thank you very
much, Sir.
Week Number 2: November 3 to7, 2019
For the second week of my internship, we visited two villages called Done-PalaeAww and Linn-Lonn in the Myeik Archipelago. We have studied the livelihoods of
the local people, their culture and their attitudes to LMMA (Locally Management
Marine Areas) in the Done-Palae-Aww village.
The LMMA project is a joint programme with FFI and involves local coastal
communities, land-owning groups, partner organizations and local government
representatives. The local communities include Moken people (sea gypsies) who are
the traditional Austronesian people of the Myeik Archipelago. This village, we also
studied about the Moken People (Sea gypsies). And then we come back to the house in
the Done-Palae-Aww.
We observed this village about Moken culture, how to life cycle, how to
conservation and impacts in the areas. We also helped clear beaches and other coastal
areas of plastic waste together with MCCL students. I am so happy and excited. Sir
SoeThiha from FFI gave a detailed explanation about the LMMA, Conservation and
Coral reefs in Myeik Archipelago. And then, we went to the Done-Palae-Aww to
Linn-Lonn village.
And then we also studied the livelihoods of the local people and their attitudes to
LMMA (Locally Management Marine Areas) in the Linn-Lonn villages. On the last
day of the week, we come back to the Linn-Lonn village to Myeik Township by boat.
We arrived at evening. At night, Sir Dr. Nay Myo Shwe (FFI manager) gave a
detailed presentation about the Gurney’s Pitta (Bird species) in the FFI-Myeik. I am
very interesting and excited. So, many thanks to Sir Soe Thiha and Sir Kyaw Zaya
(FFI marine team)
Week Number 3: October 17 to21, 2019
For the third week of my internship, we went to the Chaung Nauk Pyan Village
(CNP) for training in using camera traps, Community Forests (CF), livelihoods and
small grants and radio collars.
We climbed to the southern part of Chaung Nauk Pyan Mountain, which is also
known as Bawk Phyu Mountain (BP), for the camera trapping. We were equipped six
cameras. And then we returned to the house in the Chaung Nauk Pyan village.
The third day in the morning, we set four cameras at the eastern part of BP
Mountain. On 20 Nov 2019, we went to Aye Thar Yar Village for the small grant and
livelihood activities. These activities were about the support that FFI provides to the
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local people. They support livelihood such as goats, pigs, ducks, hens etc..,. They also
provide crops and plants for them. There are 23 villages which are provided with small
grant and livelihood from FFI
In the afternoon, we practiced the radio collar activities in Chaung Nauk Pyan
Village. On the last day of the week, we learnt about the activities of CF nursery and
CF community (Long-term program) by meeting and discussing with local people in
CNP village and Nang Taung Village. Many thanks to Sir Saw, Ko Thel and U Ye
Naing (FFI members)
Week Number 4: November 22 to 26 and 29, 2019
For the four week of my internship, we went to the Chaung Nauk Pyan to
Yadanabon Village, Bokpyin Township. And thenwe went to the study near Lenya
River by boat for mangrove forest and animals habitats in the areas.
In the afternoon, we went to continue the Primary school for education awareness
activities in the Yadanabon Village. When we also begin, they listening this activity
for me and our environmental conservation. We presented about the education
awareness, how to conservation, animal management, impacts and knowledge for your
environmental protection.
The second day in the morning, we went to the Phar-Yar-Htan (Ecotourism place)
in the Lenya National Parks. And then, we also studied the caves on step by step in the
areas. In the afternoon, after lunch, we continue went to the forest near Phar-Yar-Htan
areas and then we studied about the biodiversity such as Gurney’s Pitta (bird
species).The third day in the afternoon, we went to the Yadanabon village to Bokpyin
Township.
The four day in the morning, we went to the Kayathuri Township for education
awareness activities with FFI team. And then, we discussed about the conservation
awareness in the Kayathuri Township (Basic Education High School). After the
discussed, we returned to the Pyigyimandaing Town, Bokpyin Township. The last day
in the morning, we continue come back to Myeik Township. Many thanks to
awareness team (FFI)
On 29 Nov 2019, we went to the FFI-Myeik (office). And then we have done
analysis of the camera trap data.
INTRODUCTION
In the internship report, I will write and elaborate about the experiences and
occurrences which I had encountered and those things which I had learnt during the
entire internship period. The internship is a good opportunity for me to learn, to gain
experience and also to make preparation.
By doing my internship in an actual workplace, it helps me to know and discover
myself from different angle. It also helps me to control and develop my attitude and
behavior in dealing with different kinds of people and situation. Internship is an
excellent way to build those of all important connections that are invaluable in
developing and maintaining a strong professional network for the future.
Internships provide real world experience to those looking to explore or gain the
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relevant knowledge and skill required to enter into a particular career field. Internship
is relatively short term in nature with the primary focus on getting some on the job
training and taking what’s learning in the classroom and applying it to the real world.
This field attachment report is about the skills attained, lessons learnt, and
challenges, relatedness of theory covered in class and recommendations during
myinternshipin the FFI organization. Field attachment is a field-based practical
training experience that prepares trainees for the tasks they are expected to perform on
completion of FFI programs.
During the field study with FFI, I also studied about the LMMA,camera trap data,
small grants and livelihood, community forests and awareness activities. This
internship fieldswith FFI program are as follows:

Figure: Photos about the LMMA (Locally Management Marine Areas), especially socio economic,
their culture, plastic wastes, swimming and snorkeling in the Done-Palae-Aw and Linn Lonn
villages.

Figure: Pictures showing the camera trap data, small grants and livelihood, community forests and
caves.
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Figure: Sun Bear

Figure: Eurasian Wild Pig

Figure: Malayan Porcupine
Figure: Collected species from Camera trap
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DISCUSSION
In the 20day of my internship, I observed about the FFI organization. According
to present observation this internship, including LMMA (Locally Management
Marine Areas), Camera trap, Small Grants and Livelihood, Community Forests,
Radio Collar and Awareness Activities.
In the present study, I went to studied the Moken people in the LMMA .I know
that about the Moken people, especially their culture, life cycle, economic and
various information.
In the field study, I studied about the camera trap data. And then I also studied
the ten camera trap data in the Chaung Nauk Pyan village. But, we set up a camera
trap for about a week. From the results of camera trap data, I found that there are
four species.
And then, I know that about the small grants and livelihood in the Village,
where it is with FFI organization, how to collaboration, their incomes and their life
cycle.
Similar, I know that about the community forests, radio collar and awareness
activities. After the end of my internship, I understand that the result data, field
experience, collaboration, communication team and all of their challenges.
CONCLUSION
As the end of my internship, I found each weeks of my internship to be very
exciting and new experience. I was exposed to new things and realized the
importance of working together as a team and sharing responsibilities.
This internship provided the opportunity to observe the handling of a case from
notification to conclusion or referral. The internship was an enjoyable and
informative weeks for me. I have a weakness for field study because I have not
complete tools.
This internship gave for me, especially all of information, lesson and my thesis
very useful in the future. So, if you have the opportunity, I want to continue to learn
different things. The internship program is a good learning opportunity for me.
They also help me to handle some of my weakness and provided guidance to me
whenever I am in need.
Therefore, I found that this internship training is extremely helpful for the
thesis.I think the 4 weeks duration for the internship was not enough for me to learn
mire in details about the job.
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Week Number 1: October 28 to 31and November1, 2019
For the first week of my internship, I participated in a program of the FFI (Flora and Fauna
International) and was introduced to various personnel. Following a detailed orientation to the FFI
internship program, including Tiger survey, Elephant satellite collar tracking, Bird survey,
Livelihood and Small Grants, Community Forestry, Education and Awareness raising, Coastal
and Mangrove, and Marine observation, GIS and Mapping .So, I received my special internship
assignment and then began to experience the communications division.
The second day of internship involved my assignment to the FFI- myeik workshop division. We
started this workshop at 9 o’clock in Green Eye Hotel, Myeik. And then officer said about the topic
is “Do No Harm/Conflict Sensitivity”. Ko Zarni discussed about this title .Officer Ko Zarni showed
me the proper way to issue a citation for new experience and communication. I also had the
opportunity to observe the investigation of this workshop, how to collaboration skills /tension and
management of the societies.
The third day of internship, I observed follow-up investigations, including group-work division,
how to explain and communication team of the stakeholder/local people or societies. I know that this
workshop for my thesis, how to communication, network and analysis of the field. I believed that I
have the capability, and potential to take my thesis course. We also attempted to arrest on this
workshop; however, I am so happy and excited.
The four day of internship, we formed a group and discussed about this topic. We consulted until
the result came. After the discussion, we do a group presentation and answer &question. I am very
happy and so excited.
On the last day of the week at the FFI office, Sayar U Soe Htun-Professor and Head (Retd.),
Department of Marine Science, Mawlamyine, shared a presentation with the students concerning
‘Seagrasses Conservation and Monitoring in Myanmar. Thank you very much, Sir.
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Week Number 2: November 3 to7, 2019
For the second week of my internship, we visited two villages called Done-Palae-Aww and Linn-Lonn
in the Myeik Archipelago. It takes about five hours by boat from Myeik to Thayawthadangyi Island. When, they
arrived to the villages.

The second day in the morning, we have studied the livelihoods of the local people, their
culture and their attitudes to LMMA (Locally Management Marine Areas) in the Done-Palae-Aww
village. The LMMA project is a joint programme with FFI and involves local coastal communities,
land-owning groups, partner organizations and local government representatives. The local
communities include Moken people (sea gypsies) who are the traditional Austronesian people of the
Myeik Archipelago. This village, we also studied about Moken People (Sea gypsies).And then we
come back to the house in the Done-Palae-Aww
The third day of internship, I observed this village about Moken culture, how to life cycle, how to
conservation and impacts in the areas .In the evening, we also helped clear beaches and other coastal
areas of plastic waste together with MCCL students. I am so happy and excited. At night, Sir Soe
Thiha from FFI gave a detailed explanation about the LMMA, Conservation and Coral reefs in Myeik
Archipelago.
The third day of internship, we went to the Done-Palae-Aww to Linn-Lonn village. It takes about
one hour-30 minutes by foot. In the afternoon, they have studied the livelihoods of the local people
and their attitudes to LMMA (Locally Management Marine Areas) in the Linn-Lonn village.
On the last day in the morning, we come back to the Linn-Lonn village to Myeik Township by boat.
They arrived at evening. At night, Sir Dr. Nay Myo Shwe (FFI manager) gave a detailed presentation
about the Gurney’s Pitta (Bird species) in the FFI-Myeik. I am very interesting and excited.
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Week Number 3: October 17 to21, 2019
For the third week of my internship, we went to the Chaung Nauk Pyan Village (CNP) for training
in using camera traps, Community Forests (CF), livelihoods and small grants and radio collars.
The second day in the morning, we climbed to the southern part of Chaung Nauk Pyan Mountain,
which is also known as Bawk Phyu Mountain (BP), for the camera trapping. We were equipped six
cameras. And then we returned to the house in the Chaung Nauk Pyan Village.
The third day in the morning, we set four cameras at the eastern part of BP Mountain.
On 20 Nov 2019, we went to Aye Thar Yar Village for the small grant and livelihood activities.
These activities were about the support that FFI provides to the local people. They support livelihood
such as goats, pigs, ducks, hens etc..,. They also provide crops and plants for them. There are 23
villages which are provided with small grant and livelihood from FFI. In the afternoon, we practiced
the radio collar activities in Chaung Nauk Pyan Village.
On the last day of the week, we learnt about the activities of CF nursery and CF community (Longterm programme) by meeting and discussing with local people in CNP village and Nang Taung
Village.
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Week Number 4: November 22 to 2 6 and 29, 2019
For the four week of my internship, we went to the Chaung Nauk Pyan to Yadanbon Village,
Bokyin Township. We went to the study near Lenya River by boat for mangrove forest and
animals habitats in the areas. In the afternoon, we went to continue the Primary school for
education awareness activities in the Yadanabon Village. When we also begin, they listening this
activity for me and our environmental conservation. We presented about the education awareness,
how to conservation, animal management, impacts and knowledge for your environmental
protection.
The second day in the morning, we went to the Phar-Yar-Htan (Ecotourism place) in the Lenyar
National Parks. And then, we also studied the caves on step by step in the areas. In the afternoom,
after lunch, we continue went to the forest near Phar-Yar-Htan areas and then we studied about the
biodiversity such as Gurney’s Pitta (bird species).
The third day in the afternoon, we went to the Yadanabon village to Bokpyin Township.
The four day in the morning, we went to the Kayathuri Township for education awareness
activities with FFI team. And then, we discussed about the conservation awareness in the Kayathuri
Township (Basic Education High School). After the discussed, we returned to the Pyigyimandaing
Town, Bokpyin Township.
The last day in the morning, we continue come back to Myeik Township.
On 29 Nov 2019, we went to the FFI-Myeik (office). And then we have done analysis of the
camera trap data.
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I started to leave from Mandalay to Yangon on 26th Oct 2019 and then
reached from Yangon to Myeik on 28th Oct 2019 around 8:15 a.m.
28th Oct 2019
In the 1st day of our intern programme, they started to introduce about their
conservation fields individually from FFI members. And then, discussed about
orientation and contract signed with FFI.
From 29th to 31st Oct 2019
We attended the training which was about "Do no harm and conflict
sensitivity management" in Myeik by RAFT Myanmar.
1st Nov 2019
Dr Nay Myo Shwe gave a presentation about “How to design a research
proposal” and “How to prepare an oral presentation” at FFI office.
2nd Nov 2019 (Prepared for the LMMAs Fields trip)
From 3rd to 6th Nov 2019
We have been tour to some places of LMMAs (Locally Managed Marine
Areas)- Done Pearl Aw village and Linn Lonn village for about 3 days. Those are
the places where local people and FFI are going to cooperate and conserve together
to their community and environments.
We stayed in the first place for 2 days and learned about their culture,
fishing types and also made " Plastic Awareness and Activities" to local people by
doing together with MCCL groups who came from Mawlamyine University. At
night, U Soe Thiha, marine community team leader from FFI, explained and shared
about LMMAs Development Myeik Archipelago in Myanmar.
In the next day, we went to the Linn Lonn village and learned about the
conservation areas and the coral reefs from there.
7th Nov 2019 (Came back to Myeik from LMMA trips)

8th Nov 2019
In the morning, Seagrasses Conservation and Monitoring in Myanmar by
U Soe Htun, Professor and Head (Retd), Department of Marine Science,
Mawlamyine gave a presentation in FFI office.
Later, Ko La Min Nyi Nyi from FFI explained and shared about how to
equip the camera trap and radio collar. We practiced the methods in the whole
evening in FFI office.
From 9th to 11th Nov 2019 ( Tazaungtaing Holidays)
From 12th to 13th Nov 2019
Data analysis, data organize and species identify training by using
Automatic camera trap data organization, storage and analysis method in FFI
office.
From 14th to 15th Nov 2019
We attended to Mangrove Forum for 2 days at Myeik University.
16th Nov 2019 (Prepared for the Terrestrial Fields)
From 17th to 22nd Nov 2019
We went to the Chaung Naut Pyan Village (CNP) for the camera trap and
radio collar on 18-19 Nov 2019. In the 1st day at CNP, we climbed to the southern
part of Chaung Naut Pyan Mountain, which is also known as Bawk Phyu Mountain
(BP), for the camera trap. We equipped six cameras at there. In the 2nd day at CNP,
we equipped four cameras at the eastern part of BP Mountain.
On 20th Nov 2019, we went to Aye Thar Yar Village for the small grant and
livelihood activities. These activities were about the supporting from the FFI to the
local people by providing with livelihood such as (goats, pigs, ducks, hens etc.,),
they also provide crops and plants to them. There are 23 villages which provide
with small grant and livelihood from FFI.
At the afternoon, we practiced the radio collar activities in CNP village.

On 21st Nov 2019, we learnt about the activities of CF nursery and CF
community (Long-term programme) by meeting and discussing with local people
in CNP village and Nang Taung Village.
In the last day, we returned to Myeik from terrestrial fields.

From 23rd to 24th Nov 2019
Camera trap’ data analysis, data organize and species identify in FFI office.

On 25th Nov 2019, I returned to Yangon from Myeik and then arrived to
Mandalay from Yangon on 27th Nov 2019.

All activities were expressed in my Internship Report.
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SUMMARY
This report details an internship programme with FFI at Myeik, Tanintharyi
Region for 20 days. The fields activities especially included in some marine
conservation areas, the methods of camera trapping and radio collar in both training
and in the fields. In addition, there were also some training and forum which actually
need the skills that necessarily require for the fields.
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1. Introduction
Conservation of the wildlife is the protection of both wild plants and animal
species with their habitats. There are many conservation organizations throughout the
world. Among them, FFI- the organization that I had joined for my internship
programme, is one of it. The organization have been established in 1903 and started in
Myanmar in 2006. Moreover, FFI makes conservation procedures and action around
40 countries, including Myanmar.
FFI has a variety of conservation program in Tanintharyi Region, they are
wildlife conservation in terrestrial, locally managed marine areas, sustainable
livelihood development in buffer zones and community forestry etc.,. Relating to
their fields, we had been participated, learnt and possessed some basic general
knowledge and experiences in the internship programme.
2. Internship Activities
2.1

Do no harm and conflict sensitivity management
The first training was held for 3 days by RAFT Myanmar. The training focused

on how to approach especially in the conflict zone with systematic strategies and
methods that can help in development, humanitarian, peace-building and also
conservation fields for the donor agencies or NGOs. All of aid organizations program
involves the transfer of resources (food, shelter, water, health care, training, etc.,) to
the conflict environments.
Although they are going to there for help and support, sometimes the situations
are getting worse and the aids even cause harm when they arrived. This is because
they have no enough information analysis about the conflict areas.
To know about the conflict areas, we have to:
-

understand the context

-

understand the interaction between a programme and the context
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-

design the programme to maximize positive impact and minimize negative
impact on conflict/ social cohesion.
The training is very useful in the conservation fields. For example, some of the

areas that need to be maintained and conserved are the part of conflict areas.

Fig.1 Group discussion and presentation
Discussed and presented about the difficulties and challenges in some parts of
conservation fields by doing together with FFI members. By using the methods from
the training, the result is actually helpful in the real fields.
2.2

How to design a research proposal and How to prepare an oral

presentation
On Oct 1st 2019, Dr. Nay Myo Shwe gave a presentaion about “ How to design
a research proposal” and “How to prepare an oral presentation” at FFI office.

2
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2.3

Locally Managed Marine Areas (LMMAs)
Visited to Don Pale Aw Village and Lin Long Village for LMMAs fields.

Those are the places where local people and FFI are going to cooperate and conserve
together to their communities and environments. The two sites are located within the
Thayawthadangyi Island groups in Myeik Archipelago. It was about 5-6 hours to
reach Thayawthadangyi Island from Myeik by motorized boat.

Fig.2 Some Locally Managed Marine Area and Mangrove Area
There are three different ethnic groups in Don Pale Aw Village, namely_
Bamar, Karen and Moken (Salon). All the local people particularly depend on the
fishery products. According to the facilitator from FFI, the products of fishing
resources have decreased significantly since 2013 due to the impact of overfishing,
fishing during spawning seasons, illegal trawling and lighting boat in near shore areas,
and increase of migrant fishermen.
But they are now recovered the situation with the support of FFI and
government by giving local people to awareness, a small-grants, the knowledge about
rules and laws for illegal fishing from outsider and also patrolling activities for their
areas.
In marine protected areas _ there are
-

a place that are not allowed for fishing (i.e., spawning seasons)

-

a place that fishing equipments have been restricted for fishing (e.g, dynamic
fishing, fishing lon net, etc.,)

-

fishing areas that can be accessed by local people only (i.e., prohibiting migrant
fishermen)
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If the people violate the rule and law, action will be taken according to the
Department of Fisheries.

Fig.3 Illegal trawling and lighting boat
Not only fishing products there are also palm plantations in both Don Palae Aw
Village and along the way to Lin Long Village.

Fig.4 Palm plantations and dried-palm seeds

4
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There was also Plastic Awareness and Activities to local people by doing
together with Myanmar Coastal Conservation Lab (MCCL) groups who came from
Mawlamyine University in Don Pale Aw Village.

Fig.5 Plastic Awareness and Activities with local people
Lin Long Village is a part of Done Pale Aw Village and is about one and half
hours to get Lin long from Done Pale Aw by walking. We learned about the
conservation areas and the coral reefs from there.

Fig.6 Some conservation areas and coral reefs
There is also dolphin_ indo-pacific humpback dolphin, along the Tanintharyi
River according to the local people.
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2.4

Seagrasses Conservation and Monitoring in Myanmar
U Soe Htun- Professor and Head (Retd), Department of Marine Science,

Mawlamyine, shared about the presentation of Seagrasses Conservation and
Monitoring in Myanmar at FFI office.

2.5

Camera Trap and Radio Collar Training
Ko La Min Nyi Nyi (FFI) explained and shared about the methods of camera

trap and radio collar at FFI office.
The purpose of camera trap in their region are:
-

Pictures are evidence

-

New Species/ New Record discovered

-

Obtain ecological information

-

Collect information that is otherwise unavailabe or difficult to obtain

-

Monitoring illegal activities

-

Collect data that cannot be collected any other way

Fig.7 Camera trap and radio collar training
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In the next days, there were a training for data analysis and data organize by
using Automatic camera trap data organization, storage and analysis method.
The purpose of radio collar to wild elephants are:
-

to know about their location

-

to know about their routes

-

to know about their movement
(i.e., to reduce the conflict between men and wild elephants)
Sadly, we had no able to join that fields because radio collar to wild elephants

is dangerous and need a well-train and times.
2.6

Mangrove Forum
The Forum was held for 2 days at Myeik University.
Mangroves play a crucial role in the ecosystem because they absorb carbon and

provide nursery areas for juveniles of thousands of fish, crab, and shellfish . They also
protect coastal areas from natural disaster.
However, mangroves have been destroyed due to human activiteis (e.g.,
logging and cutting for charcoal, deterioration of mangroves quality because of plastic
and fishing nets, and extension of the farming areas, etc.,).
In this forum, all the speaker from the different countries shared and discussed
about their procedure on how to conserve especially mangroves among the man and
the biosphere (MAB). Local people from Myeik, reserchers from universities,
government organizations, UNESCO , FFI, other organizations and students from
internship participated together in this forum.
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2.7

Fields in Chaung Naut Pyan Village

2.7.1 Camera Trap
It was about 4-5 hours to reach Chaung Naut Pyan Village (CNP) from Myeik
by car. In the 1st day at CNP Village, we climbed up to the southern part of CNP
Mountain, which is also known as Bawk Phyu Mountain, for the camera trap and
equipped six cameras at there. In the 2nd day at there, we equipped four cameras at the
eastern part of Bawk Phyu Mountain.

Fig.8 Chaung Naut Pyan Mountain (Bawk Phyu Mountain) and Camera trap
Along the way to CNP Mountain, there were also a sign of wild animals_ bear
sign, wild pig sign, and deer sign.

Fig.9 The den of bear and a place for deer sleeping
All the cameras were putting off, after a couple of weeks and bought them back
to the office for data analysis by using Automatic camera trap data organization,
storage and analysis method. All the data were expressed in the Results (Camera Trap).
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2.7.2 Small grants and livelihoods
Aye Thar Yar Village (ATY) is situated near CNP Village and only 15-20
minutes to arrive there. Both CNP Village and ATY Village have a small grants and
livelihoods support from FFI. FFI is supporting to local people, since 2017, by
providing with livelihood such as (goats, pigs, ducks, hens etc.,), they also provide
crops and plants to them. It was about 3 times which provide to 23 villages with a
small grants and livelihoods from FFI. So that villagers who rely on hunting to
wildlife become decrease in some ways.

Fig.11 A small grants and livelihoods from Aye Thar Yar Village
2.7.3 Radio collar in birds
There was also the activity of a radio collar practiced near CNP Village.

Fig.12 Radio collar in Chaung Naut Pyan Village
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2.7.4 Community Forestry (CF)
Beyond CNP Village, there is Nang Taung Village (NT) and almost 1 hour to
reach there by car. CF nursery and CF community is a kind of sustainable forest
management and utilization activities by involving local people themselves. Only the
local people who lives continuously in the place for 5 years in or within 5 miles of the
village have a chance to apply and join for CF.

Fig.12 Meeting and discussing with local people from the villages
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3. Results (Camera Trap)
Table 1 Recorded species from Chaung Naut Pyan (Bawk Phyu ) Mountain
Eurasian

Malayan

Wild Pig

Porcupine

CNP 1

-

CNP 2

Camera Name

Sun Bear

Remarks

-

-

Southern part of CNP

-

-

-

Southern part of CNP

CNP 3

2

-

-

Southern part of CNP

CNP 4

3

-

1

Southern part of CNP

CNP 5

-

-

-

Southern part of CNP

CNP 6

1

-

-

CNP 7

-

-

-

Southern part of CNP
Eastern part of CNP

CNP 8

-

-

1

Eastern part of CNP

CNP 9

-

1

-

Eastern part of CNP

CNP 10

-

-

-

Eastern part of CNP

Total

6

1

2

A total number of 9 animals have been recorded in CNP (BP) Mountain.
According to the camera trap data, there were 3 different species_ Eurasian Wild Pig,
Malayan Porcupine and Sun Bear. (Table 1)
Eurasian Wild Pig was recorded only from the southern part of CNP (BP)
Mountain. A total number of this species is 6 (2 from CNP 3, 3 from CNP 4 and 1
from CNP 6).

Fig.13 Eurasian Wild Pigs
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The only one animal species that have been recorded from the eastern part of
that Mountain was Malayan Porcupine found from CNP 9.

Fig.14 Malayan Porcupine
However, Sun Bears have been recorded from both parts of the Mountain.
There were two Sun Bears (CNP 4, CNP 8) _ one from the southern part and the other
from the eastern part of CNP (BP) Mountain, respectively.

Fig.15 Sun Bear
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4. Conclusion
The internship has been a great learning experience with full of new
things with FFI. I have possessed tons of knowledge and experience from the
beginning to the end of my intern programme. Within the intern periods, I have
travelled to different conservation areas of FFI and learnt about ethic, cultural,
and people from those areas so I also got a lot of new friend form a new place.
I am sure that this internship programme with FFI helps me to enhance
and develop my skills, abilities, and knowledge. Training and field experience
that I have gained from the intern is actually useful for me, especially for my
research.
To conclude, million of thanks to every person who helped me to
conveniently accomplish throughout the internship programme.
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I send day-by-day diary during period of First Internship Program of
MuEuCAP Project (from 3.12.2019 to 23.12.2019).
2.12.2019

Departure from Mandalay University

3.12.2019

Report arrival of Yangon, and Opening Ceremony was held at River Bank Center
of MBNS office in Yangon. Dr Thein Aung, Chairman of MBNS ,taught basic
conservation concepts and introduced with members of MBNS. Editor U Sein
Myo Myint lectured importance of Media in people awareness.

4.12.2019

Editor U Sein Myo Myint lectured that there should be absolute and accurate in
writing news and article to share knowledge. Dr Thein Aung discussed about
“Ecology, Food Chain, Sustainable biodiversity, relationship between plants and
organisms”.

5.12.2019

Practising of writing news, using references and explaining of the process
of publishing.

6.12.2019

Dr Thein Aung explained to conserve biodiversity, to protect extinction of
biodiversity, Climatic changes due to pollutions, rules to do or not to do in
protective areas. Then,I knew the fact that we need to learn about behavior
of animals before conducting conservation.

7.12.2019

Dr Thein Aung explained the vision and activities of MBNS .Then, I knew
the importance of biodiversity and the fact that we need to learn about
behavior of animals before conducting conservation.

8.12.2019

Day off

9.12.2019

Travel to Hlawga Wildlife Park. U Thet Zaw Naing (WCS) instructed about Bird
Surveys ,protected areas, critically endangered species and endangered species in
Myanmar. U Zaw Yar Phyo ( FOW) taught about how to use GPS ,map and
things that a map must have .We practiced use of GPS.

10.12.2019

We conducted surveys of wildlife animals and birds in Hlawga Wildlife Park
using with GPS and map and then discussed and learnt about Hlawga Wildlife
Park. Dr Thein Aung taught photo editing,lecture of bird watching , how to choice
the optimal binocular for bird watching, wild animal management, conservation
and monitoring.

11.12.2019

Studying of feeding and behavior of animals, health care of animals in Hlawga.

12.12.2019

We practised bird watching with guidance of Ma Kay Thwe in Hlawga Wildlife
Park and discussed about occurred species in this area.

13.12.2019

I knew knowledge about ecotourism and how to select sites for camping.

Dr Thein Aung discussed Ecological services and how to sustain Ecology.
14.12.2019

Excrusion to Moe Yun Gyi Ramsar Site in Bago Region . Studying of type of
Moe Yun Gyi Ramsar Site, Ecology and biodiversity in that wetland,
birdwatching by boats.

15.12.2019

Birdwatching , and studying around Hlawga Wildlife Park and animals in Hlawga
mini Zoo.

16.12.2019

Travel to Mandalay from Hlawga Park ,Yangon.

17.12.2019

Survey of Paleik Inn in Mandalay Region. Studying ecology, livelihood of local
people and bird watching

18.12.2019

We learnt importance of wetlands, types of wetlands, benefits getting from
wetlands and biodiversity and natural protective habitats. Surveyof Taungthaman
Inn in Mandalay Region. Studying ecology , agricultural practices and pollution
in Taunthaman Inn.

19.12.2019

Survey of Sunye Inn in Mandalay Region. Birdwatching, observing type of plants
in Sunye Inn and livelihood of resident people.
We study about Pyin Oo Lwin National Park, Botanical Garden, is located in
Mandalay Region. A variety of plants, flowers and animals such as bamboo,
orchid , butterflies, bords are studied . We knew that biodiversity performs a
number of ecological services.

20.12.2019

21.12.2019

Day off

22.12.2019

Studying in Pyuu Lake and birdwatching.

23.12.2019

Discussion experiences, lessons and knowledge getting from Internship Period
and then holding closing ceremony .

A report of on the completion of the first internship program
Firstly, I would like to introduce myself. My name is Me Thu Maung. I am not only a
demonstrator but also a preliminary student of Zoology Department, University of Mandalay. I
was selected as one intern of MuEuCAP Program. I had a chance to take part in Myanmar Bird
and Nature society(MBNS). By participating with MBNS I got a lot of experiences, knowledges
and concept about biodiversity, ecology , birdwatching and ecotourism

. I studied about

activities and vision of MBNS. First internship duration is from 3.12.2019 to 23.12.2019 .
Among these days, there are 21 working days and 2 holidays.
During internship period, conservation of biodiversity, protection of natural environment
from pollution, critical endangered bird species, relationship plants and animals , climatic
changes by greenhouse gases and identification of bird species and ecology were learned.
Furthermore, I studied wetlands and its ecology, types of wetlands in Myanmar and importance
of wetlands. Study areas in First internship program are Hlawga Park, Moe Yun Gyi Ramsar
Site, Taungthaman Inn, Sunye Inn , Paleik Inn , Pyin Oo Lwin National Park and Pyuu Lake . I
also learnt about media that is important to contribute public awareness in biodiversity
conservation at MBNS office. Hlawga national park is an natural protected area and located
Mingalardon Township, Yangon Region, Myanmar. In Hlawga Park I surveyed on bird species
and their ecology , habits of animals that were maintained naturally , healthcare and feeding of
these animlas, practiced birdwatching and camping in ecotourism, using method of GPS and
map. And then, I travelled to Moe Yun Gyi Inn, the first Ramsar site of Myanmar. It is located in
Bago Division and also wildlife sanctuary. It is important to resident and migratory waterfowls.
In Mandalay Region, there are Taungthaman Inn, Sunye Inn, Paleik Inn, Pyin Oo Lwin National
Park and Pyuu Lake. By surveying in wetlands, I got knowledges about ecology of wetlands,
plants and resident as well as migratory waterfowls in these wetlands, livelihood of residents in
these areas. It is known that there are about 99 wetlands in Myanmar. These wetlands beneficial
to people such as transportation, ecotourism, food and shelters for breeding and feeding habitats
of migratory birds and so on. We discussed about benefits of wetlands, conducting of public
awareness and issues of wetlands conservation. When we study in Taungthaman Inn, less water
and pollution in Taunthaman Inn. It is found that we need to continue study and find out these
problems. We knew that biodiversity performs a number of ecological services.

Thus, I was pleased to as an intern of MuEuCAP and MBNS. I am going to study bird
species in wetlands and its ecology and conservation of biodiversity in my PhD dessertation. I
will share my knowledge and experiences as a part of public awareness of biodiversity and
importance of wetlands.

Ms Yu Kay Zin Htun, Department of Zoology, University of Mandalay:
Internship Report to MBNS
2-23 December, 2019

According to the Erasmus + project of the Myanmar Higher Education Department and the
European Commission, there are three universities in Myanmar. (Mandalay, Mawlamyaing,
Myeik) and three European Universities; (the University of Gottingen-UGOE, University of
Natural Resources and Life Sciences-BOKU, University of Extremadura-UEX) is working on the
MuEuCAP project to promote the modernization of the higher education curriculum and
international relations in Myanmar. The program includes an Internship Program, Fieldwork on
practical work of non-governmental organizations implementing conservation activities in
Myanmar. The First Internship Program is scheduled to run from October 2019 to February 2019
and will be held at the end of the year. The Myanmar Bird and Nature Society (MBNS), Friends
of Wildlife (FOW), Flora and Fauna International (FFI) and the Harrison Institute. Program
applicants from three different universities are encouraged to apply for the program. 18 people
were selected for this program and we interviewed one by one with curriculum vitae.
The Myanmar Bird and Nature Conservation Society selected to study the conservation
work undertaken by the University of Mandalay and Myeik University. The workshop was
attended by one lecturer and one Phd student and one undergraduate and one master's in science.
The Myanmar Bird and Nature Conservation Association are working on the environmental,
environmental and social issues that are being implemented. Biodiversity, Nature Public awareness
training on cultural preservation, Field studies of biodiversity, Bird species studies; Bird watching
Clearing the way to explore the nature of tourism. These were involved.
Program Period
The First Internship Program begins on 3-12-19. It was completed on 23-12-19. It is 19
working days with two weekends.

Attendees
Mrs Yu Kay Zin Htun

– Phd student (University of Mandalay)

Mrs Me Thu Maung

– Phd student (University of Mandalay)

Mrs Zin Mar Win

– Master student (Myeik University)

Mrs Shwe Yi Win Htun

– Undergraduate student (Myeik University)

Implementation of the First Internship Program
2.12.2019
Arriving at Yangon. We reported to the Myanmar Bird and Nature Conservation Society's
office (MBNS) and lodged for a stay at the Universal, Mya Khawar Nyo shelter in Thaketa
Township.
3.12.2019
We were attending the opening of the First Internship Program held at the Myanmar Bird
and Nature Society office at 9:00 am. No one fails, 9:30 am. The First Internship Program of
MuEuCAP Project opened. Speaker of the Society Sir Kyaw Myo Naing delivered an opening
speech. Then, Chairman of the Association Dr. Thein Aung explained about the First Internship
Program of MuEuCAP Project. Outline of the field study. The event was completed at 10:20 am.
Then, at 11:00 pm, Dr. Thein Aung's main goal is to educate the community on community and
biodiversity conservation. Training; it will be clear to learn about the training. The foundation for
conservation education is Nature; Natural Environment, Biodiversity, Ecotourism Sustainable
Tourism, that is sustainable.
In the afternoon, Sir Sein Myo Myint, an editorial on topics related to public education;
News & Events Articles how to do fieldwork for journal writing? And then, how to take a photo?
Next, he explained the knowledge of ancient culture. The first day's program was completed at
4:00 pm.

4.12.2019
At 9:30 am, the second day's program was held in the morning by Sir Sein Myo Myint in
the morning; how to present a documentary photo with the article how to publish an article in a
journal Gold roof The Myanmar Geographic Book Designer explained and how to design a book.
Success is completed at 12:00 am in the morning.
The afternoon program resumes at 1:30 pm and Dr. Thein Aung explained the environmental
conservation basics. At 3:00 pm, a small bird, a Painted Snipe, was brought to the area. The team
is responsible for assessing the health of wildlife species. Filming; Information is collected and
the process is carried out to Yangon Zoo.
At 3:30 pm, Sir Sein Myo Myint discussed the requirements for the University of the Union
yesterday about the requirements for the training.
6.12.2019
From 9:30 am to 12:00 pm, the environment (air, water, soil, sight, sound, smell) Reducing
carbon and greenhouse gases to reduce global climate change Topics such as sustainable living
and the protection of biodiversity; Clear education programs.
From 12:00 pm to 4:30 pm, Sir Sein Myo Myint receives this afternoon to practice on the
Greater Painted Snipe article, which was sent to Yangon Zoo.
7.12.2019
From 9:30 am to 12:00 pm, Dr. Thein Aung's biodiversity plays an important role in the life
of the world clear knowledge of essential experience necessary to maintain. Wildlife screening;
Care Taking photos; Accessing information; Contact the Yangon Zoo and the status of accepted
wildlife habitats; Care Feeding Dedicated to the relevant veterinarian, Health care. The release of
healthy animals in their natural habitats it also discussed the steps to be taken in the release of the
environment.
8.12.2019
Sunday is a public holiday
9.12.2019

In the morning, we went to the Hlawga National park and camp in the guesthouse. Sir Thet
Zaw Naing (WCS) is the second Myanmar Bird and Nature Conservation Society discussion on
natural areas of endangered bird species.
In the afternoon, clear information on what to do when it comes to camping in the Hlawga
wildlife Park, nature conservation. It is clear about the nature conservation. Continue we did
reading the map, Map Magnetic compass how to use GPS; Natural habitat study; Clearing basic
field techniques such as wildlife studies; Practical fieldwork.
10.12.2019
In the morning maps use a magnetic compass and GPS to travel through the jungle;
Matching maps Key features of the study were also implemented.
In the afternoon, we did distinguish the bird species by natural habitat in the natural
pasture. Two-tone telescope; the fieldwork is carried out using binocular and a field study of bird
species. How to select the two-lens telescope needed to study bird species; How to use: Training
is carried out in a clear and efficient manner.
11.12.2019
In the morning, at the Hlawga Park, it was the first time I had ever been to feed on deer,
rein-deer, wild boar, mython and monkey. The number of mammals and other wild animals; male,
female, breeding, and enumeration; Obtaining practical experience in wildlife conservation
activities such as animal health monitoring and assessment of animal health.
12.12.2019
Ma Kay Thwe Myint and U Zaw Htet led the bird watching in the Hlawga Park. And then,
Bird identify; Recorded bird species; Fieldwork on bird photography.
13.12.2019
Ma Hnin Pwint taught us about camping in the Hlawga Park. Training in campsite selection
and camp study in a way that minimizes the environmental impact. In the afternoon, Dr. Thein
Aung spoke about CITES and the rules and procedures to follow. The procedure is clear. Ordinary
wildlife; properly cultivated and cultivated plants; discuss on the method of commercialization of

F3 offspring. Discussed the benefits of ecosystem services and discussed how to use the
conservation measures necessary to sustain the ecosystem in the area.

14.12.2019
Moeyun Gyi Ramsar Site area study
Visit First Ramsar Site designated as the First International Ramsar Site of Myanmar.
Standards of the international critical wetlands; Advantages of shallow water; Benefits of shallow
water services; An explanation of the importance of wetlands in combating climate change;
Shallow water content; Knowledge and Experience. We travelled by boat in the wetlands area and
study the management and management of the shallow areas. The livelihoods of local people in
shallow water were studied of the aquatic habitats and the benefits of wetlands ecology. Resident
Water bird and Migratory birds studied the breeding season. We are discussed issues to deal with
inland fisheries stakeholders.
15.12.2019
Bird watching in the Hlawga Park; Practical field study of livestock grazing.
16.12.2019
We went from Yangon Hlawga Park to Mandalay. Reporting lodging at Mandalay
University.
17.12.2019
In Mandalay, we did field survey in the Inland shallow areas and the type of shallow
water; water conditions; the wind scent vision observation of audio pollution status. It is found that
using the wetland ecosystem benefits the natural ecosystem services by capturing local livelihoods
(capturing fish, sea grass and aquatic animals, cultivating rice and crops, using marine).
Biodiversity, such as native birds, some wintering birds feed on it. Unusually, there are few species
that are endangered, such as the endangered species (Baer’s Pochard). Bird studies show that
wintering birds, such as Greylag Goose, Red-headed Pochard, Ferrugenous Pochard, Tuft Duck,
Gad Wall, Eurasian Teal, Shoveler Duck, Northern Pintail, Great Cormorant, Little Cormorant,

Common Coot, etc. Indigenous aquatic species include Comb Duck, Lesser Whistling Duck, Spotbilled Duck, Moorhen; Night Heron Under Pond Heron Little Egret; Cattle Egret School; Big
Egret; Pheasant-tailed Jacana; Bronze-winged Jacana; Large water bird species such as Asian
Openbill, White Ibis, Glossy Ibis, Gray Heron and Purple Heron.
During the study period, the lake was relatively shallow and the water surface was
narrow and the water surface was shallow. The branches Long-stemmed grass grows on the
ground. In the area of Inland Watercress we found out. Three times we saw the 10 individuals
Greylag Goose flying out of the lake. About 30 Glossy Ibis fly in a row. In the distance, about 20
groups of White Ibis were flying.
18.12.2019
We went to the Amarapura Township, Mandalay Region; to study the livelihoods of local
people; and studied on the effects of shallow water. Mandalay Department of Forestry Director
discussed about the Taungthaman Inn benefits of impact points. Taungthaman is one of the tourist
attractions that attract locals and locals alike. There are environmental effects such as
overcrowding and overcrowding, pollution water; stink. There are also negative perceptions. In
the winter, we occurred the winter birds such as Snipe, Common Sandpiper; Gray-headed Lapwing
at this place.
19.12.2019
We went to the Sunye Inn. We went around the Inn by boat. We saw the shrubs and trees
and then birds studied. In-depth study of livelihoods based on inland ecosystem. It grows in the
long-stemmed plants. Erection we found a variety of young leaves. The number of fish is low due
to the increasing number of fishermen. Water Moorhen Pheasant-tailed Jacana; Bronze-winged
Jacana; Asian Openbill; Glossy Ibis; Gray Heron; Purple Heron; Lesser Whistling Ducks pasture
there.
20.12.2019
Visit to National Park at Pyin Oo Lwin (formerly Pyin Oo Lwin Botanical Garden) in Pyin
Oo Lwin Township, Mandalay Division. In the garden it is the time for the flower garden to be
displayed. The National Park Kandawgyi Garden was established in 1915. It is a protected area

established in Myanmar. We studied some of the flora and fauna species. It is cultivated and
preserved by lilies. The garden is made of natural water and water flowing in the garden. A study
of galleries of butterfly species was studied.

21.12.2019
Saturday is off.
22.12.2019
A field trip to the Pyu Lake. The shallow water inhabited by the ancient Puritans; Locally
used in drinking water in Pyu Kan village. Traditionally, people do not travel by boat in the lake
because of traditional worship. Common Coot is a very large breed. It is also known that the
Pochard and water birds pasture more than winter.
23.12.2019
Stop at Mandalay and learn about the First Internship Program and lessons learned.
Knowledge Work Experience Report (rough). Finally we got the certificate from Sir Dr. Thein
Aung. The closing ceremony was completed in the afternoon.
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Abstract
We studied from 2 to 23, December, 2019 at Yangon (MBNS Office and Hlawga
National Park) , Bago ( Moe Yun Gyi Sanctuary Ramsar site), Mandalay ( Palaike Inn, Taung

Thaman Inn, Sunye Inn and Pyu lake) and Pyin Oo Lwin (National Park Botanical Garden). We
knew about the relationship between migratory birds , lake or Inn and local people. Moreover, we
have learned the importance of the social media such as we need to share only definite information
were published to people and to contribute the public awareness. And we have to study the methods

of using the GPS (UTM Units) and reading map in bird survey points and areas calculation. Then
learned about how to use binoculars and telescope by tripod. We knew why the wetlands have
destroyed by local people and domestic animals. So, we have to do conservation awareness for how
to management the loss of the wetland areas and to maintain our biodiversity and ecological
environments. And then learned using of the tints in the forests or mountain hills and wildlife
sanctuary.

Introduction
Myanmar is just over 1% of the world’s land area and previously a vital country in the terms
of biodiversity with an exceptional rich nature inheritance and global conservation value . Its forests are
some of the most extensive and integral part of the country in Southeast Asia. Hlawga National Park was
funded by UNDP( United Nationals Development Programme) and the Burmese Government that was
established in 1982. The objective of the park neither the protecting of the forest’s covering in Hlawga
lake nor environmental education. In the IUCN category (IV) this park is the habitat or species
management area. Moe Yun Gyi was designated as a Ramsar site in 2004, covering about 104 square
kilometers (40 square miles).This wetlands are very impotant natural resources and as well as important
bird areas .Then it is one of the tourist destinations that is a paradise for bird watchers and Eco tourists in
Bago. Mandalay is the second largest city in Myanmar and located on the east bank of the Irrawaddy River
so that has wetland areas than other regions. Nowadays, this areas have the loss of wetland habitats .For
example, Palaike Inn has to be disappeared because the effects of the human such as more than more
agriculture. Myanmar is committed to protect 17% of land areas and 10% of coastal and marine areas . But
the manner of the local people have increasing risk coming with global warming and towards unstainable
development.

Internship activities

Result and Discussions
No.

Common Name

1

Green Peafowl

2

Indian Spot –billedDuck

3

Little Comodrant

4

Pond Heron

5

Osprey

6

Red- watlled Lapwing

7

Spotted Dove

8

Thick-billed Green Pigeon

9

Greater Cuocal

10

White – throated Kingfisher

11

Black –winged Cuocal

No.

Common Name

13

Rosey Minivet

14

Ashy Minivet

15

Black-necked Orioles

16

Black-necked Monarchs

17

Ashy Drongo

18

Common Iora

19

Greater racked – tailed Drongo

20

Olive-backed Sunbird

21

Scarlet-backed Flowerpecker

22

White Wagtail

23

Asian Brown Flycatcher

24

Black – headed Bulbul

Table 4.1 List of the birds in Hlawga National Park

No.

Common Name

1

Black Drongo

2

Stonechat

3

Purple Swamp

4

Asian Openbill

5

Blue -tailed Bee - eater

6

Little Green Bee-eater

7

Ruddy Shelduck

8

Glossy Ibis

9

Intermediate Egret

10

White – throated Kingfisher

11

Greater racked –tailed Drongo

12

HouseCrow

No.

Common Name

11

Little Comorandant

12

Lesser Whistling Duck

13

Red –watlled Duck

14

Pacific Swallow

15

White Wagtailed

16

Common Sandpiper

17

Cattle Egret

18

Tern

19

Pond Heron

20
21
22

Table 4.2 List of the birds in Moe Yun Gyi Ramsar Site

No.

Common Name

1

Greylag Goose

2

Red-headed Pochard

3

Ferrugenous Pochard

4

Tuft Duck

5

Gad Wall

6

Eurasian Teal

7

Shoveler Duck

8

Northern Pintail

9

Great Cormorant

10

Little Cormorant

11

Common Coot

12

Comb Duck

No.

Common Name

11

Lesser Whistling Duck

12

Spot-billed Duck

13

Moorhen

14

Night Heron

15

Pond Heron

16

Little Egret

17

Cattle Egret

18

Large Egret

19

Pheasant-tailed Jacana

20

Bronze-winged Jacana

21

Asian Open bill

22

White Ibis

Table 4.3 List of the birds in Palaike Inn

No.

Common Name

1

Common Sandpiper

2

Lesser Snipe

3

Grey-headed Lapwing

4

Black-crowned Night-heron

5

Pied Kingfisher

6

Common Sandpiper

7

Black-winged Stilt

8

Pied Avocet

9

Spot-billed Duck

10

Tuft Duck

11

Greylag Goose

12

Lesser Whistling Duck

Table 4.3 List of the birds in Taung Thaman Inn

No.

Common Name

1

Moorhen

2

Pheasant-tailed Jacana

3

Bronze-winged Jacana

4

Asian Openbill

5

Glossy Ibis

6

Purple Heron

7

Purple Heron

Table 4.4 List of the birds in Sunye Inn

No.

Common Nam

1

Common Coot

2

Moorhen

3

Spot-billed Duck

4

Cattle Egret

5

Great Cormorant

6

Little Egret

7

Shoveler Duck

Table 4.5 List of the birds in Pyu Lake

Conclusion
We need to protect the wetland areas because this is very important for

ecosystem balance . Nowadays, most of the local people have destroyed this habitats by

directly or indirectly . Like agricultures that made soil pollution and water pollution. Most

of the wetland areas in Myanmar has lossed so we have noticed this point. So, we have to

do more ecology awareness for local people to know the values of the nature.

A report of on the completion of the first internship program
Firstly, I would like to introduce myself. My name is Me Thu Maung. I am not only a
demonstrator but also a preliminary student of Zoology Department, University of Mandalay. I
was selected as one intern of MuEuCAP Program. I had a chance to take part in Myanmar Bird
and Nature society(MBNS). By participating with MBNS I got a lot of experiences, knowledges
and concept about biodiversity, ecology , birdwatching and ecotourism

. I studied about

activities and vision of MBNS. First internship duration is from 3.12.2019 to 23.12.2019 .
Among these days, there are 21 working days and 2 holidays.
During internship period, conservation of biodiversity, protection of natural environment
from pollution, critical endangered bird species, relationship plants and animals , climatic
changes by greenhouse gases and identification of bird species and ecology were learned.
Furthermore, I studied wetlands and its ecology, types of wetlands in Myanmar and importance
of wetlands. Study areas in First internship program are Hlawga Park, Moe Yun Gyi Ramsar
Site, Taungthaman Inn, Sunye Inn , Paleik Inn , Pyin Oo Lwin National Park and Pyuu Lake . I
also learnt about media that is important to contribute public awareness in biodiversity
conservation at MBNS office. Hlawga national park is an natural protected area and located
Mingalardon Township, Yangon Region, Myanmar. In Hlawga Park I surveyed on bird species
and their ecology , habits of animals that were maintained naturally , healthcare and feeding of
these animlas, practiced birdwatching and camping in ecotourism, using method of GPS and
map. And then, I travelled to Moe Yun Gyi Inn, the first Ramsar site of Myanmar. It is located in
Bago Division and also wildlife sanctuary. It is important to resident and migratory waterfowls.
In Mandalay Region, there are Taungthaman Inn, Sunye Inn, Paleik Inn, Pyin Oo Lwin National
Park and Pyuu Lake. By surveying in wetlands, I got knowledges about ecology of wetlands,
plants and resident as well as migratory waterfowls in these wetlands, livelihood of residents in
these areas. It is known that there are about 99 wetlands in Myanmar. These wetlands beneficial
to people such as transportation, ecotourism, food and shelters for breeding and feeding habitats
of migratory birds and so on. We discussed about benefits of wetlands, conducting of public
awareness and issues of wetlands conservation. When we study in Taungthaman Inn, less water
and pollution in Taunthaman Inn. It is found that we need to continue study and find out these
problems. We knew that biodiversity performs a number of ecological services.

Thus, I was pleased to as an intern of MuEuCAP and MBNS. I am going to study bird
species in wetlands and its ecology and conservation of biodiversity in my PhD dessertation. I
will share my knowledge and experiences as a part of public awareness of biodiversity and
importance of wetlands.

I send day-by-day diary during period of First Internship Program of
MuEuCAP Project (from 3.12.2019 to 23.12.2019).
2.12.2019

Departure from Mandalay University

3.12.2019

Report arrival of Yangon, and Opening Ceremony was held at River Bank Center
of MBNS office in Yangon. Dr Thein Aung, Chairman of MBNS ,taught basic
conservation concepts and introduced with members of MBNS. Editor U Sein
Myo Myint lectured importance of Media in people awareness.

4.12.2019

Editor U Sein Myo Myint lectured that there should be absolute and accurate in
writing news and article to share knowledge. Dr Thein Aung discussed about
“Ecology, Food Chain, Sustainable biodiversity, relationship between plants and
organisms”.

5.12.2019

Practising of writing news, using references and explaining of the process
of publishing.

6.12.2019

Dr Thein Aung explained to conserve biodiversity, to protect extinction of
biodiversity, Climatic changes due to pollutions, rules to do or not to do in
protective areas. Then,I knew the fact that we need to learn about behavior
of animals before conducting conservation.

7.12.2019

Dr Thein Aung explained the vision and activities of MBNS .Then, I knew
the importance of biodiversity and the fact that we need to learn about
behavior of animals before conducting conservation.

8.12.2019

Day off

9.12.2019

Travel to Hlawga Wildlife Park. U Thet Zaw Naing (WCS) instructed about Bird
Surveys ,protected areas, critically endangered species and endangered species in
Myanmar. U Zaw Yar Phyo ( FOW) taught about how to use GPS ,map and
things that a map must have .We practiced use of GPS.

10.12.2019

We conducted surveys of wildlife animals and birds in Hlawga Wildlife Park
using with GPS and map and then discussed and learnt about Hlawga Wildlife
Park. Dr Thein Aung taught photo editing,lecture of bird watching , how to choice
the optimal binocular for bird watching, wild animal management, conservation
and monitoring.

11.12.2019

Studying of feeding and behavior of animals, health care of animals in Hlawga.

12.12.2019

We practised bird watching with guidance of Ma Kay Thwe in Hlawga Wildlife
Park and discussed about occurred species in this area.

13.12.2019

I knew knowledge about ecotourism and how to select sites for camping.

Dr Thein Aung discussed Ecological services and how to sustain Ecology.
14.12.2019

Excrusion to Moe Yun Gyi Ramsar Site in Bago Region . Studying of type of
Moe Yun Gyi Ramsar Site, Ecology and biodiversity in that wetland,
birdwatching by boats.

15.12.2019

Birdwatching , and studying around Hlawga Wildlife Park and animals in Hlawga
mini Zoo.

16.12.2019

Travel to Mandalay from Hlawga Park ,Yangon.

17.12.2019

Survey of Paleik Inn in Mandalay Region. Studying ecology, livelihood of local
people and bird watching

18.12.2019

We learnt importance of wetlands, types of wetlands, benefits getting from
wetlands and biodiversity and natural protective habitats. Surveyof Taungthaman
Inn in Mandalay Region. Studying ecology , agricultural practices and pollution
in Taunthaman Inn.

19.12.2019

Survey of Sunye Inn in Mandalay Region. Birdwatching, observing type of plants
in Sunye Inn and livelihood of resident people.
We study about Pyin Oo Lwin National Park, Botanical Garden, is located in
Mandalay Region. A variety of plants, flowers and animals such as bamboo,
orchid , butterflies, bords are studied . We knew that biodiversity performs a
number of ecological services.

20.12.2019

21.12.2019

Day off

22.12.2019

Studying in Pyuu Lake and birdwatching.

23.12.2019

Discussion experiences, lessons and knowledge getting from Internship Period
and then holding closing ceremony .
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tvufrsm;udk uGif;qif; avhvmpkkaqmif;
enf;? rSwfwrf; "mwfyHk½dkuf,lenf;wdkYudk
&Sif;vif;onf/ qufvufí a&S;a[mif;
,Ofaus;rIESihf ywfoufí tawGUtBuHK
A[kokwrsm;ukd &Sif;vif;ajymMum;onf/
owif;aqmif;yg; tcsuftvufpkaqmif;
a&;om;jcif;taejzihf ,refaeYu vma&muf
tyfESHonhf a&mifpHkpEdkuftaMumif; owif;
udk vufawGUavhusihf a&;om;apjcif;?
a&;om;csuftay:
vdktyfcsufrsm;udk
aqG;aEG; &Sif;vif;jcif;wdkY jyKvkkyfonf/
jrefrmiSufESihf obm0 xdef;odrf;a&;
toif;½Hk;wGif 5 &ufcefY obm0ywf0ef;
usif? ZD0rsdK;pHkrsdK;uGJ? a*[pepfESihf a&S;
a[mif;,Ofaus;rI tarGtESpfqdkif&m xdef;
odrf;a&; todynmay;qdkif&m vkyfief;

tqihfqihf vufawGUvkyfudkifrIrsm; oif
Mum;avhusihfNyD;aemuf avSmfum; O,smOfodkY
oGm;í ntdfyfpcef;csonf/ avSmfum;
O,smOfonf opfawmOD;pD;XmerS obm0
xdef;odrf;a&;e,fajr Natural Protected
Area tjzpf owfrSwfaMunmum xdef;odrf;
xm;aom O,smOf jzpfonf/ O,smOfudk
wd&pämefO,smOfi,f Miniature Zoo ?
wd&pämefO,smOf Open Zoo ? Mum;cH
e,fajr Buffer Zone tjzpf ydkif;jcm;
owfrSwf xdef;odrf;xm;onf/ wd&pämef
O,smOfi,ftwGif; ywf0ef;usif xdef;odrf;
a&; ynmay;jycef; taqmuftOD? tom;
pm; owå0grsm;jzpfonhf usm;? usm;opf?
rdausmif;? 0uf0Hrsm;udk usHK;pepfjzihf vnf;
aumif;? iSufrsdK;pdwfwcsdKUudk NcHavSmiftdrf
pepfjzihfvnf;aumif; xdef;odrf; jyoxm;
onf/ wd&pämefO,smOftwGif; EGm;aemuf?
qwf? '&,f? acs? awm0uf? awmaMumif?
&SOhf? arsmuf wdkYudk obm0twdkif; usufpm;
pepfjzihf xdef;odrf;xm; &Sdonf/ O,smOf
twGif; rlvobm0twdkif; aexdkifusufpm;
onhf vdyf? a>r? zm;? zGwf? ywyf uJhodkY
wGm;oGm; owå rsm;? ig;ESihf a&owå 0g
wdkYudkvnf; obm0twdkif; xdef;odrf;xm;
onf/ avSmfum;O,smOfwGif awm½dkif;
wd&pämef? obm0aygufyifESihf qufpyf
aeonhf obm0pm;usuf? a*[pepf
rsm;udkvnf; obm0jzpfpOftwdkif; xdef;
odrf;xm;onf/
avSmfum;O,smOftwGif; pcef;cs
aexdkifum obm0ywf0ef;usifwGif pcef;cs
aexdkif&mwGif ywf0ef;usif? ZD0rsdK;pHkrsdK;uGJ
ESihf a*[pepfrsm; xdcdkufrI enf;apa&;
twGuf aqmif&ef a&Smif&ef tcsufrsm;udk

rEåav;wdkif;? pGef&Jtif;twGif avSjzifh uGif;qif;avhvmjcif;

&Sif;vif;NyD;? vufawGUvdkufem aexdkifjcif;
rsm;udk udk,fawGUusihfBuH aewwfatmif
avhusihMf uonf/ wpfcsdew
f nf;wGif obm0
ywf0ef;usiftwGif;
oHvdkuftdrfajr§mif?
*sDyDtufpfESihf ajryHk trsdK;tpm;trsdK;rsdK;
toHk;csí ajcvsifoGm;vmjcif;? ajryHk?
oHvu
kd t
f rd af jr§mif? *sDyt
D ufpf tñTe;f twdik ;f
obm0ywf0ef;usiftwGif; vQKdU0Sufowf
rSwfae&mrsm;udk oGm;a&muf &SmazGazmfxkwf
jcif;wdkY avhusihfMuonf/ qufvufí
rsufjrifavhvm&ef ESpfvHk;xdk;rSefajymif;?
ta0;MunhfrSefajymif; a½G;cs,fjcif;? toHk;cs
jcif;udk vufawGU avhusihfMuonf/
aexdkifusufpm;onhf awm½dkif;
wd&pämefrsm;tm; rsufjriftm;jzihf vnf;
aumif;? rSefajymif;rsm;jzihf vnf;aumif;
apmihMf unhaf vhvmum trsdK;cGjJ cif; (Species

identification)

? txD; tr (Sex) ESihf
t½G,fcGJjcm;jcif; (Againg)? ½kyfydkif;qdkif&m
tajctae (Physical condition) ESihf
usef;rmoefpGrf;rItajctae
(Healthy
condition) qef;ppfjcif;? taumifOD;a&
rSwf,ljcif;wdkY
vufawGUvkyfaqmifum 55
uGif;qif;avhvmjcif; tawGUtBuHKESihf A[k 5^2
okkwrsm; &,lMuonf/ xdkYjyif obm0
ywf0ef;usiftwGif; awm½dkif;wd&pämef ajc&m
rsm; (track) ESihf ajc&mcHenf; (tracking)
ESihf wd&pämef trSwftom; (animal sign)
rsm; avhvmjcif;? tqdkygawGU&Sdcsuft&
a*[qdkif&m (ecological) tcsuftvuf
rsm; azmfxkwfjcif;jzihf bmom&yfqdkif&m
tawGUtBuHK cHpm;rIrsm;udk &,lMuonf/
xyfrHí O,smOf 0efxrf;rsm;rS O,smOfwGif;
usufpm;onhf EGm;aemuf? qwf? '&,f?
awm0ufrsm; pm;usuf rsm;ü usufpm;onhf
taumifOD;a& pm&if;aumufjcif;? txD;
tr? t½G,fESihf ½kyfydkif;qdkif&m avhvm
ppfaq;jcif; vufawGUvkkyfudkifrIrsm;wGif
yg0ifyl;wGJ vkyfudkifum tawGUtBuHKrsm;
&,lMuonf/
iSufrsdK;pdwfESihf ywfoufí toif;
'kwd,OuúX? OD;oufaZmfEdkifrS jrefrmEdkifiH
wGif usufpm;onhf iSufrsdK;pdwfrsm; a'o&if;
(Endemic) iSufrsdK;pdwf? pdk;&drf&onhf
rsdK;okOf;rI tEå&m,f&Sd (Critically Endangered) iSufrsdK;pdwfrsm;? obm0 e,fajr
tvddkuf aexdkifusufpm;onhf iSufrsdK;pdwf

taMumif; &Sif;vif;aqG;aEG;jcif;jzihf tawGU
tBuHK A[kokwrsm; ,lMuonf/
avSmfum; obm0xdef;odrf;a&;
e,fajrtwGif; pcef;cs aexdkifjcif;ESihf ywf
oufí awmwGif; ½GufzsifwJxdk; pcef;cs
aexdkifjcif;? pcef;csae&m a½G;cs,fjcif;ESihf
ywf0ef;usifxdcdkufaprI
enf;aponhf
enf;jzihf awmwGif;pcef;cs oGm;vmavhvm
jcif;wdkYudk a':ESif;yGihfjzL\ vufawGUjyo
rIrsm;udk avhusihf vkyfaqmifum tawGU
tBuHK &,lMuonf/ avSmfum;O,smOf
twGif; usufpm;onhf iSufrsdK;pdwfrsm;udk
rSefajymif;jzihf rsdK;cGJjcif;? iSufwdkU\jyKrl
aexdkifyHkrsm; avhvmjcif;? iSufrSwfwrf;
"mwfyHk½dkufjcif;udk avhusihf aqmif½Gufum
vkyfief; tawGUtBuHK &,lMuonf/
obm0 xdef;odrf;a&;e,fajr jzpf
onhf avSmfum;O,smOfESihf EdkifiHwum
ta&;BuD; a&wdrfa'o (International
Important Wetlands) jzpfonhf rdk;,Gef;
BuD;tif; &rfqma'otaMumif;? xdef;odrf;
a&;ESihf pDrHtkyfcsKyfrIvkyfief;rsm; vkyfaqmif
rIrsm;udk oufqdkif&m wm0ef&Sdolrsm;rS
56 &Sif;vif;ajymMum;jcif;udk avhvmrSwf,l
5^2 jcif;? obm0tajccHc&D;oGm;jcif;udk vuf
awGU vkyfaqmifum obm0a*[pepf
jzpfpOfEShf 0efaqmifrIrsm;udk vufawGUxdawGU
cHpm;onhf tawGYtBuHK &,lMuonf/
qufvufí taumiftxnfazmf
aqmif½Gufvsuf&Sdonhf jrefrmEdkifiH tv,f
ydkif; yljyif;ajcmufaoGUa'o OD;pm;ay;
a&wdrfa'o avhvmqef;ppfjcif; (Identifying Priorities for Wetlands Conservation in Myanamar’s Dry Zone) vkyfief;

taumiftxnfazmfonhf yvdyftif;?pGef&J
tif;? jyLuefESihf awmiforeftif; a&wdrf
a'orsm;wGif a&wdrfa'o tusdK;aus;Zl;
ESihf a&wdrfa'o 0efaqmifrItusdK; (Benefit
of wetlands service) tay:rSDcdkum
a'ocHrsm;\ toufarG;0rf;ausmif;rsm;
(community liveli-hood) ? a&iSufrsm;
aexdkifusufpm;rI? &ifqdkif&onhf pdefac:rI
rsm;udk avhvm&ef uGif;qif;Muonf/
rEåav;NrdKU? yvdyftif; a&wdrf
a'otwGif;
uGif;qif;vSnhfvnfum
a&wdrfa'o trsdK;tpm;? a& tajctae?
a&? ajr? av? teHY? tjrif? toH
npfnrf;rI tajctaersm;udk rsufjrif

avhvmoHk;oyfonf/ a&wdrfa'otm; rSDcdk
tm;xm;um a&wdrfa'o\ obm0a*[
pepfqdkif&m0efaqmifrIudk tusdK;aus;Zl;udk
toHk;csum a'ocHrsm; toufarG;0rf;
ausmif;jyK vkyfudkifonhf vkyfief; (ig;?
ig;&SOhfESihf a&aeowå0grsm; zrf;,l a&mif;cs
jcif;? pyg;ESihf oD;ESHpdkufysdK;jcif;? a&aMumif;
oGm;vmrI toHk;csjcif;)rsm; avhvm awGU&Sd
&onf/ ZD0rsdK;pdwfrsm; jzpfonhf Xmae
a&iSufrsm;? aqmif;cdka&iSuf wcsdKU usa&muf
usufpm;onf/ xl;jcm;rItaejzihf pdk;&drf
&onhf rsdK;okOf;rItEå&m,f&Sd rsdK;pdwfjzpf
aom (ydkcsyf acgif;pdrf; Baer’s Pochard)
taumifOD;a& enf;yg;pGm usa&muf usuf
pm;aMumif; od&onf/ rsdK;okOf;rI tEå&m,f&Sd
Endangered a&iSufrsdK;pdwfjzpfonhf Oyef;
Oriental Darter taumifOD;a& rsm;pGm
usa&muf usufpm;aMumif; od&onf/ iSuf
avhvmrI rSwfwrf;rsm;t& Greylag Goose
? Red-cresteded Pochard ? Ferrugenous
Pochard ? Tufted Duck ? Gadwall ?
EurasianTeal ? Northren Shoveler ?
Northern Pintail ? Great Cormorant ?
Common Coot ponhf aqmif;cdka&iSuf
rsm; usa&muf usufpm;aMumif; od&onf/
Xmae a&bJrsdK;pdwftaejzihf Comb Duck
? Lesser Whistling Duck ? Spot-billed
Duck? a&Muuf Common Moorhen rsm;?
vif;0uf Night Heron ? AsdKif;atmuf
Pond Heron ? AsdKif; Little Egret ? uRJ
ausmif;AsdKif; Cattle Egret ? AsdKif;ief; Great
Egert ? bDusm; Pheasant-tailed Jacana ?
Mumzufeif; Bronze-winged Jacana rsm;
ESihf a&iSufBuD;rsdK;pdwf (Large Waterbird)
rsm;jzpfaom c½kwkwf Asian Openbill?
c½kpkyfacgif;rnf; White Ibis? c½kpkyfrnf;
Glossy Ibis? i[pfrGJ Grey Heron? i[pf
Purple Heron ponfwdkY usa&muf usuf
pm;aMumif; od&onf/
avhvmcsdefwGif
tif;twGif;
a&0ifenf;yg;í a&jyif{&d,m usOf;NyD;?
udkif;? jruf&Snfrsm; xlxyfpGm aygufa&muf
onhf tif;pyfae&m a&zHk; {&d,mwGif aA'g
yifrsm; aygufa&mufaeonfudk awG&onf/
ief;½dkif; Greylag Goose 10 aumifcefY
tif;twGif;rS aumif;uifodkY xysHonfudk
oHk;Budrf awGUjrif&onf/ Glossy Ibis
taumif 30 cefY twef;vdkuf ysHoef;

onf/ cyfa0;a0;wGif Black-headed Ibis
taumifOD;a& 20 cefY tkyfpkzGJU ysHoef;ae
onfudk awGU&onf/
aemufaeYwGif rEåav;wdkif;a'o
BuD;? tr&yl&NrdKUe,fwGif wnf&Sdaom
awmiforeftif; a&wdrfa'otwGif; us
a&muf usufpm;onhf a&iSufrsm; avhvm
jcif;? a&wdrfa'oudk rSDcdkum a'ocHrsm;\
toufarG;0rf;ausmif;jyK vkkyfief;rsm;tm;
avhvmjcif;? a&wdrfa'otay: xdcdkuf
aponhf taMumif;t&mrsm; avhvmjcif;
wdu
Yk kd jyKvkyk Mf uonf/ rEåav;wdik ;f ? opfawm
OD;pD;Xme? ñTefMum;a&;rSL;rS awmiforef
tif; a&wdraf 'o taMumif;? tusdK;aus;Zl;?
xdcdkufaponhf tcsufrsm; &Sif;vif; aqG;aEG;
onf/ awmiforeftif;onf OD;ydef wHwm;
aMumihf jynfwGif; jynfy c&D;oGm;{nhfonf
rsm; vma&mufrIrsm;onhf c&D;oGm;vkyfief;
ae&mwpfck jzpfonf/ c&D;oGm;vkyfief;
zGHUNzdK;onhfae&mjzpfí trdIufpGefYypfrI? a&qdk;
pGefYypfrI? vlaexlxyfrI ponhf ywf0ef;usif
xdcdkufrIrsm; awGU&onf/ tif;a& npfnrf;
jcif;? teHYqdk;jcif;? tjrifyom' raumif;
jcif;wdkYudk awGU&onf/ aqmif;cdka&iSufrsm;
taejzihf a'gif;vef; ajcaxmuftaumif
OD;a& ajrmufjrm;pGm usufpm;aMumif; od&
onf/ [oFmESihf tjcm;a&bJ rsdK;pdwf
tenf;i,f awGY&onf/ pEdkuf Snipe
? NrD;an§mihfiSuf Common Sandpiper ?
wpfwDwl;acgif;rGJ Grey-headed Lapwing
wdkY usufpm;aMumif; awGU&onf/
rEåav;wdkif;? ausmufqnfc½dkif?
pOhfudkifNrdKUe,fwGif wnf&Sdaom pGef&Jtif;
a&wdrfa'oodkY uGif;qif;avhvmonf/
pufavSjzihf tif;twGif; vSnhfvnfum
uefpyfwGif aygufa&mufonhf tyifrsm;?
a&rsufESmjyif ay:aygufa&mufonhf tyif
rsm;ESihf tif;twGif; usufpm;onhf a&
iSufrsm;tm; avhvmonf/ tif;twGif;
obm0a&wdrfa'o a*[pepfudk trSDjyK
um toufarG; 0rf;ausmif;jyK vkkyfief;rsm;
avhvmonf/ Mumyifrsm; aygufa&mufrI
rsm;NyD;? Mum½dk;xkwf? MumpG,f Mum½GufEk
xkwfvkyfief;rsm; jyKvkyfaeonfudk awGU&
onf/ ig;zrf;vkyfief; vkkyfudkifol rsm;jym;
onf/ tif;twGif; avSmfavS? pufwyf
a&,mOfrsm;jzihf
toufarG;0rf;ausmif;
jyKol rsm;jym;jcif;aMumihf a&iSufusufpm;rI

enf;yg;aMumif; awGU&onf/ a&Muuf'Hk
Moorhen ? bDusm; Pheasant-tailed
Jacana ? Mumzufeif; Bronze-winged
Jacana ? c½kwkwf Asian Openbill ? c½kpkyf
rnff; Glossy Ibis ? i[pfrGJ Grey Heron ?
i[pf Purple Heron ? ppövDao; Lesser
Whistling Duck rsm; usufpm;onfudk
vufawGU jrifawGUMu&onf/
jrefrmEdkifiH\ obm0 xdef;odrf;
a&;e,fajr wpfckjzpfonhf rEåav;wdkif;?
jyifOD;vGifNrdKUe,ftwGif; wnf&Sdaom trsdK;

aA'O,smOf jzpfonf/ O,smOftwGif; a'o
&if;tyifrsdK; (300) ausmfESihf jynfytyif
(74) rsdK;? 0g;rsKd;pdwf (75)rsdK; pdkufysdK;jyKpkk
xdef;odrf;xm;onf/ a'o&if; ½GufvS (75)
rsKd;? a'o&if;opfcG trsdK; (200)? ESif;qD
rsKd;pdwf (25) rsKd;? vDvDyef;rsKd;rsm; pdkufysdK;
jyKpkk xdef;odrf;xm;onf/ O,smOftwGif;
obm0a&xGufESihf a&ay: opfom;avSsmuf
vrf; aqmufvkyfxm;onf/ iSufavSmiftdrf
(Bird Cage) jyuGuf? opfcG pdkufysdK;xdef;
odrf;onhf jyuGuf? vdyfjym rsdK;pdwf

ysHoef;oGm;onfudk jrifawGU&onf/
First

Internship

Program

aemufqHk;aeYwGif rEåav;wuúodkvf {nhf
aqmifwGif avhvmrI tpD&ifcHpm (rlMurf;)
tay: aqG;aEG;jcif;? rSwfwrf;"mwfyHkrsm;
pdppfjcif; jyKvkkyfNyD; aeYv,fydkif;wGif
wufa&mufrI rSwfwrf;ay;tyfum ydwfyGJ
tpDtpOf atmifjrifNyD;ajrmufcJhonf/ First
Internship Program tpDtpOfonf
wuúodkvfwGif bGJYvGef oifwef;wufa&muf
olrsm;taejzihf obm0ywf0ef;usif? ZD0

57
5^2

wuúodkvf Internship tzGJUESifh MBNS ? Wild Wings Group wdkY trSwfw&

om;uefawmfBuD;O,smOf (,ciftrnfrSm
jyifOD;vGif ½ku©aA'O,smOf) odkY oGm;a&muf
avhvmMuonf/ O,smOfwGif (14) Budrf
ajrmuf yef;yGJawmf usif;yonhftcsdeftcg
jzpfí xdkif;ESihf w½kwfEdkifiHrS tvSyef;
rsKd;pdwf (30) ausmf? a'orsdK;pdwf (30) ausmf
pkpkaygif; jynfwGif;jynfy yef;rsKd;pdwf ta&
twGufaygif; (600,000) ausmfjzihf tvS
qifxm;aMumif; od&onf/ trsdK;om;
uefawmfBuD;O,smOfudk 1915 ckESpfwGif
pwif wnfaxmifonf/ {&d,m {u
(437) us,f0ef;onf/ jrefrmEdkifiHwGif
zGJYpnf; wnfaxmifxm;onhf xdef;odrf;a&;
e,fajrwpfckjzpfNyD;? wpfckwnf;aom ½ku©

taumiferlem (specimen) jycef; jyuGuf
rsm; avhvmcJhonf/
jyLuef a&wdrfa'o uGif;qif;
avhvmcJhonf/ taemf&xmrif;BuD; wnf
aqmufcJhonhf qnfjzpfonf/ jyLuef
aus;½GmrSa'ocHrsm;
aomufoHk;a&uef
tjzpf toHk;jyKonf/ xHk;wrf;tpOftvm
ewfudk;uG,frIt& ueftwGif; avSjzihf
oGm;vmjcif;
rjyKMuay/
a&Muuf'Hk
Common Coot taumifOD;a& rsm;pGm
usufpm;onf/ a&bJrsm;? ydkcsyfbJrsm;vnf;
aqmif;cdkusufpm;MuaMumif;
jrifawGU&
onf/ uefa&jyiftxuf aumif;uif,HrS
BudK;Mumacgif;rnf; (10)aumifcefY pDwef;

rsKd;pHkrsKd;uGJ? a*[pepfqdkif&m xdef;odrf;a&;?
pDrHtkyfcsKyfa&;qdkif&m vkyfief;rsm;wGif yg0if
vkyfaqmif avhvmjcif;jzihf vkyfief;
tawGUtBuHK? A[kokwrsm; &&SdEdkifjcif;?
bmom&yfqdkif&m vkyfief;pGrf;&nf jrihf
wufjcif;? uGif;qif;vkyfief;rsm;wGif vuf
awGU yg0ifyl;aygif; vkyfudkifpGrf;&Sdjcif; ponhf
tusdK;rsm; &&Sdum xdef;odrf;a&;qdkif&m
vlpGrf;tm; t&if;tjrpfrsm; ydkrdkay:xGef;
vmaprnfjzpfaMumif; a&;om;azmfjyvdkuf
ygonf/

a'gufwmodef;atmif
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Abstract
We studied from 2 to 23, December, 2019 at Yangon (MBNS Office and Hlawga
National Park) , Bago ( Moe Yun Gyi Sanctuary Ramsar site), Mandalay ( Palaike Inn, Taung

Thaman Inn, Sunye Inn and Pyu lake) and Pyin Oo Lwin (National Park Botanical Garden). We
knew about the relationship between migratory birds , lake or Inn and local people. Moreover, we
have learned the importance of the social media such as we need to share only definite information
were published to people and to contribute the public awareness. And we have to study the methods

of using the GPS (UTM Units) and reading map in bird survey points and areas calculation. Then
learned about how to use binoculars and telescope by tripod. We knew why the wetlands have
destroyed by local people and domestic animals. So, we have to do conservation awareness for how
to management the loss of the wetland areas and to maintain our biodiversity and ecological
environments. And then learned using of the tints in the forests or mountain hills and wildlife
sanctuary.

Introduction
Myanmar is just over 1% of the world’s land area and previously a vital country in the terms
of biodiversity with an exceptional rich nature inheritance and global conservation value . Its forests are
some of the most extensive and integral part of the country in Southeast Asia. Hlawga National Park was
funded by UNDP( United Nationals Development Programme) and the Burmese Government that was
established in 1982. The objective of the park neither the protecting of the forest’s covering in Hlawga
lake nor environmental education. In the IUCN category (IV) this park is the habitat or species
management area. Moe Yun Gyi was designated as a Ramsar site in 2004, covering about 104 square
kilometers (40 square miles).This wetlands are very impotant natural resources and as well as important
bird areas .Then it is one of the tourist destinations that is a paradise for bird watchers and Eco tourists in
Bago. Mandalay is the second largest city in Myanmar and located on the east bank of the Irrawaddy River
so that has wetland areas than other regions. Nowadays, this areas have the loss of wetland habitats .For
example, Palaike Inn has to be disappeared because the effects of the human such as more than more
agriculture. Myanmar is committed to protect 17% of land areas and 10% of coastal and marine areas . But
the manner of the local people have increasing risk coming with global warming and towards unstainable
development.

Internship activities

Result and Discussions
No.

Common Name

1

Green Peafowl

2

Indian Spot –billedDuck

3

Little Comodrant

4

Pond Heron

5

Osprey

6

Red- watlled Lapwing

7

Spotted Dove

8

Thick-billed Green Pigeon

9

Greater Cuocal

10

White – throated Kingfisher

11

Black –winged Cuocal

No.

Common Name

13

Rosey Minivet

14

Ashy Minivet

15

Black-necked Orioles

16

Black-necked Monarchs

17

Ashy Drongo

18

Common Iora

19

Greater racked – tailed Drongo

20

Olive-backed Sunbird

21

Scarlet-backed Flowerpecker

22

White Wagtail

23

Asian Brown Flycatcher

24

Black – headed Bulbul

Table 4.1 List of the birds in Hlawga National Park

No.

Common Name

1

Black Drongo

2

Stonechat

3

Purple Swamp

4

Asian Openbill

5

Blue -tailed Bee - eater

6

Little Green Bee-eater

7

Ruddy Shelduck

8

Glossy Ibis

9

Intermediate Egret

10

White – throated Kingfisher

11

Greater racked –tailed Drongo

12

HouseCrow

No.

Common Name

11

Little Comorandant

12

Lesser Whistling Duck

13

Red –watlled Duck

14

Pacific Swallow

15

White Wagtailed

16

Common Sandpiper

17

Cattle Egret

18

Tern

19

Pond Heron

20
21
22

Table 4.2 List of the birds in Moe Yun Gyi Ramsar Site

No.

Common Name

1

Greylag Goose

2

Red-headed Pochard

3

Ferrugenous Pochard

4

Tuft Duck

5

Gad Wall

6

Eurasian Teal

7

Shoveler Duck

8

Northern Pintail

9

Great Cormorant

10

Little Cormorant

11

Common Coot

12

Comb Duck

No.

Common Name

11

Lesser Whistling Duck

12

Spot-billed Duck

13

Moorhen

14

Night Heron

15

Pond Heron

16

Little Egret

17

Cattle Egret

18

Large Egret

19

Pheasant-tailed Jacana

20

Bronze-winged Jacana

21

Asian Open bill

22

White Ibis

Table 4.3 List of the birds in Palaike Inn

No.

Common Name

1

Common Sandpiper

2

Lesser Snipe

3

Grey-headed Lapwing

4

Black-crowned Night-heron

5

Pied Kingfisher

6

Common Sandpiper

7

Black-winged Stilt

8

Pied Avocet

9

Spot-billed Duck

10

Tuft Duck

11

Greylag Goose

12

Lesser Whistling Duck

Table 4.3 List of the birds in Taung Thaman Inn

No.

Common Name

1

Moorhen

2

Pheasant-tailed Jacana

3

Bronze-winged Jacana

4

Asian Openbill

5

Glossy Ibis

6

Purple Heron

7

Purple Heron

Table 4.4 List of the birds in Sunye Inn

No.

Common Nam

1

Common Coot

2

Moorhen

3

Spot-billed Duck

4

Cattle Egret

5

Great Cormorant

6

Little Egret

7

Shoveler Duck

Table 4.5 List of the birds in Pyu Lake

Conclusion
We need to protect the wetland areas because this is very important for

ecosystem balance . Nowadays, most of the local people have destroyed this habitats by

directly or indirectly . Like agricultures that made soil pollution and water pollution. Most

of the wetland areas in Myanmar has lossed so we have noticed this point. So, we have to

do more ecology awareness for local people to know the values of the nature.

Day to day for Internship Report
To
Dr Marcela Suarez-Rubio
Marcela.suarezrubio@boku.ac.at
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Dr Marcela Suarez-Rubio
I am Khaing Yweh Zaw ,a preliminary student from University of Mandalay.I
participated the internships of Friends of Wildlife Association. During intern programme, I had
studied about survey designs (Deers, Birds, Gibbon etc) at Friends of Wildlife from 4th to 23rd
November 2019.
Daily Report
3.11.2019

Mandalay

|Go to Yangon (at night)

4.11.2019

Friends of Wildlife Office

First day, they explained us about FoW and it

at Yangon

activities. Second day, they explained the

to
5.11.2019

presentation about Camera Trap, Why use
automatic camera? and so on. I learned about
conflict of Elephant, Survey birds, deer
census and survey gibbon. Third day, I
learned data analysis, how data entry?. In the
jungle, a camera traps and capture the
animals (eg. data entry from Maharmyaing )

7.11.2019

Yangon

Go to NyaYoke Kaung Village
1

8.11.2019
to

Nya Yoke Kaung Village,

I studied about the electric fence which

Pathein

project the elephant’s danger at Deparyone

9.11.2019

Kwatthit Village. An then, I learnt about
“grass land”.I known it to make that need to
24 acres, grass, water, calcium , salt, dig a
salt hole 4 meter wide and 15cm deep.
Further more, I met local people and ask
about electric fence. I discuss about habitat
improvement, conflict and visited to the
electric fence

10.11.2019

Nya Yoke Kaung Taung

come back to Yangon

Village

11.11.2019

Yangon

Discussed for next trip at FoW office.

12.11.2019

Kanbalu

I travel to Chatthin Wildlife Sancturary, but
the car break I sleep in Kanbalu

13.11.2019

Chatthin

I wandered in the Chatthin Wildlife

to

Sancturay. I studied field activities, learned

14.11.2019

about deer census, birds survey, vegetation
survey. The species in the Chatthin safe zone
are deer, wild cat, wild dog, wild rabbit that
are main species. We were learning the use
of GPS and Compass for deer census.
2

15.11.2019

Maharmyaing

Travel to Maharmyaing Wildlife Sanctuary

16.11.2019

Maharmyaing

Studied how to use GPS and compass for

to

trap camera. I went to forest where I saw the

17.11.2019

beautiful birds, green snake, spiders etc and
there is also voice of gibbon. Second day, I
went to forest ,this forest far a way 22 miles
from Maharmyaing Secretariat. I saw group
of gibbon (one female, four males). They
taught us survey design methods. An then, I
met up with a “Youth Clean Organization” in
the Thet Kal Kyin Village.

18.11.2019

Amarapura

I come back to Yangon but I sleep at
Amarapura at one night.

19.11.2019

Yangon

I went from Amarapura to Yangon

20.11.2019

FoW office in Yangon

Discussed the case of field trip with leader of

to

FoW.( How prepare the grassland?, explain

22.11.2019

the various survey design (deer, gibbon). I
known about the animal and their problem.
How to solve? Next day, analyzing camera
trap data, data entry in computer. The last
day, I made discussion, conclusion and
evaluation with staff of FoW.

22.11.2019

Yangon

Back to Mandalay (at night)

3

4

Friends of Wildlife
Internship Report

Khaing Yweh Zaw

22.12.2019
1

To
Dr Marcela Suarez-Rubio
Marcela.suarezrubio@boku.ac.at
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Dr Marcela Suarez-Rubio
I am Khaing Yweh Zaw ,a preliminary student from University of Mandalay.I
participated the internships of Friends of Wildlife Association. During intern programme, I had
studied about survey designs (Deers, Birds, Gibbon etc) at Friends of Wildlife from 4th to 23rd
November 2019.
In the first day of our training, they explained us about Introduction of Friends of
Wildlife and its activities. In Friends of Wildlife has seven project site. They are Indawgyi
Wildlife Sanctuary, Shwesatttaw Wildlife Sanctuary, Zalongtong National Park, Chatthin
Wildlife Sanctuary, Maharmyaing Wildlife Sanctuary and Rakhine Yoma Elephant Sanctuary.
Nowadays, Friends of Wildlife are trying to solve the Human Elephant Conflict (HEC) at the
Bago Yoma, Ayeyarwaddy and Yangon Region. Pathein , Ngaputae and Tharpaung Township
are establishing the Elephant Protecting Units.
They are also studying the spread of animals’ habitat depending on the sea level and
types of forest. On second day, they explained the presentation such as Camera Trap Survey
Planning, Why use automatic camera?, Bird survey, Introduction of gibbon and Its survey
method. Third days, I made sample data entry in computer (e.g for Maharmyaing Wildlife
Sanctuary).

2

Next day, I travelled to Ayeyarwaddy (Elephant Conservation Project Site). I have studied
about the electric fence which protect the elephants’ threat at Deparyone village at Ngayoke
Kaung Township. We met with project staffs and discussed about their programme. Again, we
met with local people and discussed about habitat improvement, conflict and visited to the
electric fence at the model village and Elephant Habitat improvement site (e.g grassland, salt
lick). I asked them strong and weak point of the electric fence. The weak point of electric fence
is abundant shrubs and herbs. They do not have funds for this village. The strong point of
electric fence makes an increasing income for the local by agriculture and other products from
the forest.
Grass is an important for elephant as a feeding ground and it also provides as follows:
(i)

We want the elephant gathering in the grass land

(ii)

Easy to protect and care and care the wild elephants because of near and easy road
access grass land creation sites

(iii)

Reducing the human elephant conflict

(iv)

Protecting from poaching

(v)

Immediate actions when we get the information from animal trail video camera.
Friends of Wildlife continued the perform of electric fence at Thaelay, Chaung Yoe

and Hlaesake Village. I knew the made of electric fence from Friends of Wildlife almost two
years.
After that I returned back toYangon. We discussed for next trip in Friends of Wildlife
office. Next day, I travelled to Chatthin Wildlife Sanctuary. Chatthin Wildlife Sanctuary staff
explained me about Chatthin Wildlife Sanctuary’s objective and their responsibilities. It is
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located in Kanbalu Township, Kanbul District and Kawlin Township, Kathat District, Sagaing
region. This area is 64264.42 Ac.
The staff of Chatthin explained me about the purpose of Chatthin Wildlife Sanctuary
which are
 to protect Myanmar Golden deer and their dependent forests
 to conduct scientific research
 to support local development through ecotourism.
The vegetation types in Chatthin are Low Indaing forest, high Indaing forest, inundated
indating forest, grass land, mixed deciduous forest. I also become familiar with the flora and
fauna in the Chatthin. Among them, there are 13 species of mammals, 240 species of birds, 54
species of reptile and amphibian, 48 species of fishes, 65 species of butterflies, 111 species of
tree, 41 species of grasses/climbers, 27 species of shrubs, 71 species of herbs and 39 species of
medical part according to FoW. I studied the deer. The mating season of deer is from February
to early May and breeding in December. Female gives birth one a per year. Estimated
population of the deer census of the Sanctuary done in April. Their habitat are mainly in high
Indaing forest, and eats fruits of Zibyu, Panga, Kabaung. And then, I visited to the National
Museum and Captive Culture of Eld’s deer. I also found many wet specimens such as snakes,
frogs, birds, and including a juvenile deer .
I have studied field activities (Deer census, vegetation survey and birds’ census)
in Chatthin Wildlife Sanctuary. They taught us survey design methods which are point count
method, line transect survey method, plot survey method and distance sampling method. I went
to the specialized area which is remarking any bird found within ten minutes, the layout of the
area may be systematic or random. Point count survey method can be designed a random or
4

systematically. It is suitable for the avifauna (bird) survey and can be set up different forest
types. We knew eight point for bird surveys in this wildlife sanctuary.
And then, line transect survey method used to mammal and birds species survey for us.
In Chatthin Wildlife Sanctuary, Eld’s Deer census is using line transect survey method. The
person who walk on the line transect estimate the distance between Eld’s Deer and surveyor.
They also record what the degree from the line transects to Eld’s Deer.
Plot survey method is used to vegetation survey. Plot is a cycle and it has 22.4 m wide.
The surveyor can be divided four patches from the center point of the p lot. The surveyor must
be recorded all vegetation. For tree species, we recorded Diameter Breast High(DBH) and
divided trees, shrubs, herbs. For the canopy and ground cover, must be walk from east to west,
south to north within a plot.
And then, distance sampling method is using bird survey for us, it can be used Gibbon
survey and other mammal species. I mentioned about this survey in Proposed Maharmyaing
Wildlife Sanctuary. This survey need to set up line transect and must be wall on the line
transect. While we walk on the line, we estimate the perpendicular distance from the species to
the line transect. Note: Not allow distance between the surveyor and species. The
perpendicular distance must be end with (0). For example, the perpendicular distance is 20, 30,
40,…… and 25,35,37.
I went to Maharmaying Wildlife Sanctuary. I studied how to use GPS and Compass for
Trap camera. I studied gibbon, birds and other small mammals, camera trap at Maharmyaing
Wildlife Sanctuary which is semi-ever green forest. Four sorts of gibbon species in Myanmar
are divided into Eastern Hoolock gibbon and Western Hooklock gibbon. The gibbon has 30
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years at life-span (adult-8 years), a group of individuals have 3 to 6 individuals, the gestation
period is 6 months to 8 months, eat fruit, leaves and insects.
Staff of FoW taught us “how to use Camera Trap” Camera Trap set up rules as follow
 Avoid placing camera traps facing the streams, rivers , ponds or any water sources
 Make sure there is no moving vegetation (shrubs, grass,etc) in front of the camera
trap.
 Avoid facing the camera directly towards the rising sun or setting sun
 Should be placed 90˙, avoid placing camera traps 45˙ because of getting the
pictures of faces and animals make it harder of identify them.
 Place cameras between 1 and 2 feet high in small mammal
 Tie the camera securely in place
 Avoid laces where cameras can get submerged
 If possible, secure cameras to large trees(not dead trees, bamboo, or small
saplings that can move or break)
 Avoid places with a lot of vehicle traffic
Further, the set up of camera trap depends on elevation, darkness and proximately
to people. It can be used 6 months to a year. The set up camera display ration (3:2 for the
ground and 3:1 for the sky) and record date and time. The advantages of Automatic camera are
that they can collect information which is difficult to obtain and they are low cost. Since they
can operate 24 hours, they can record the photos of the rare and the new species. E.g The photo
taken by the camera trap
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Abbott’s duiker eating a frog

Copulation

I went to forest where I saw the beautiful birds, spiders, wildfowl, green snake and so on.
There is also a voice of gibbon. So, I went to search for the gibbon but I didn’t see. Second day,
I saw a group of gibbon is 22 miles from the Maharmyaing Secretariat. So, a group of gibbon
included five individuals (one female, four males). An then, I commonly heard the call voice of
gibbon clearly and using the compass, I locate place of gibbon. I learnt gibbon census method
which are direct and indirect counting .Further, sampling methods are also proacticetd: Point
Intercept method and Line transects method. Characteristics in their behavior that make gibbons
good models to use auditory surveys (Point Intercept method):
 Daily loud calls,
 Territory
 Relatively stable average group size.
Gibbon auditory survey Techniques includes design, implementation and analysis. An then,
I met up with “a Youth Clean Organization” in Thet Kal Kyin village, which supports practical
environment protection.
I come back to Yangon. The last three days, I discussed the case of field trip with leader
of FoW. I achieved data from camera trap which data entry in computer. The last days, we made
discussion, conclusion, and evaluation with all staff of FoW.
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Thank You for internship. I gain knowledge, learned various survey method and attained the
experience of the field trips. Friends of Wildlife are very friendly, kind and taught the survey
method and shared data entry, and so on. So, thank you so much FoW, MuEu CAP and
Erasmus.

Your sincerely,
Ma Khaing Yweh Zaw
Mayywe1987@gmail.com
Ph 09.259055293
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